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The reality and the power of prayer and the possibility of 
com..-:nmion with God has been questioned and sooetimes totally ignored by 
many. An astounding n~ber of my compatriots have lost faith not only in 
the validity of prayer but also in the existence o£ God due to their 
experiences that God with all His might was unable to stop--the wholesale 
nassacres that ware so cold-bloodadly carried on in the presence of Eis 
everlasting love and compassion. 
The Christians of the Uear East are nou facing an entirely navr 
devastating evil, naraely materialism. It is not :...;·:·;.: Mohar.Jmedanism nor v 
the dagger of tho Turk tl~t constitute the greatest obstacle to the 
religious faith is th~t the gonuino nature and character of God has bean 
misconstrued and misinterpreted. 
The i::l.nedia.te aim a.nd purpose o£ this thesis is to discuss 
soma o£ tho ps:,•cilOlogioal aspects of tho experience of prayer, and 
secondly to provide o.n ensily comprohonsi bla interpretation of the 
relations. existinr; boti7een God a.nd man. 
This work \vas projoctod during the Second Semester o£ 1935 a.nd 
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investigation ~as carried on in the Boston Public Libra~r~ Chelsea Public j) 
Library~ Congregational Libraq, and General Theological Library. 
Impressions received, experiences gained, phrases heard or 
read, questions which stimulated thougat, suggestions offered toward 
the explanation of ideas ar~ closely knit and inte~Hoven in the stream 
or one's consciousness; therefore in the formation of this work. 
Especially am I indebted and grateful to Prof'. Francis Lorette 
Strickland or Boston University School of Theology for his most kind 
and unfailing encouragement and guidance in tho prepar~tion of this 
thasia. 
March 28, 1935 
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INTIDDUC 'i.'IOH 
The im.:~ediate aim of this thesis is to discuss and interpret 
tho meaning of prayer. It can not be denied that prayer is as old as the 
hurr.an spirit, but its sicnificance for each age varies according to the 
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individual raligious experience end the e::r.pansion of tho human intellectual 
horizon. Therefore its inner secret n~st be interpreted in the libht of 'I l1 
I, 
tho evor deepening knowledge of its nature and of life. In our approach i 
I 
to the study of prayer, of course, a gro~t deal depends on our specific 
interest and purpose. 
Tho tremendous changes in life, the conflictinr; depressions in 
our noral, spiritual, and economic life, h!\VO raised tho question of 
l\ 
, prayer with a vivid poir;nancy. Irations, endco.voring to e::r.tenninate one 
:, 
i another, pray to the same God, each invoking FJ.s Divine aid against the 
other. 
1: But, vrJ:1.a.t is prCtyor? Unless vre answer this fund3Jrl0nto.l 
question, it •nll bo quito inpossible for us to investicate and aP.a.lyze 
the psycilolof9.cal nature of prayer. The scope of this thesis depends 
upon tho satisfactory o.nsnor to t11ia question. Vim·rcd as a psycholoe;ical 
process, vro find in pr·.·.yor a complex uncertainty upon which lor;ic or 
prulosophy can throrr some licht; nevertheless, tho nero solution of this 
chaotic situation r..ay be found only in tho depths of personal oxporienco, 
for tho soul tho.t cor.ununo:J Yrith God bocor:ws ut once activo and pasoive, r:w.kes 

PART I 
CHAPTER L 
A Brief Discussion of the Development of Prayer 
in Relation to the Development of Religion 
In tho history of t~1e religious exercises and services prayer 
has been one of the most striking and important parts for the fact th~t 
it has rovao.lod tho various vie11s o£ tho divine nature conceived by 
different re.cos n.t different stages of t~cir develop:r:wnt. Yie may base 
this st~temont on historical facts or traditional material supplemented 
'b-J evidences gathered from loi7er lwels of. cultur.e. ; .. Careful .Qbsottation 
indicates tlu t tho religious practices of primitive people -;•rare closely 
blomled and tinc;ed •ri th prayer. 
The question as to tt1e origin of prayer ':'i:S , .of:; profound 
sir;nificlmco for the history,;rf'W:/ .philosophy of religion as it involves 
nntters concerning tho relation of magic to religion and concerning other 
aspects of religious ceroDtonials and rites. 
Trw prayers of tne prh1i tive and the savr1.go man lacked the 
conception of a mor::1.l and righteous god. Scientific investigations 
indicate no r;round for b9lief that all races have prayed, as it appears 
to bo co:-:Jr.on for the savage people to rcgo.rd their god as too romoto to 
be addros :;ad for any practical pur?ose. The so.ve.ge learned fro'll his_. 
personal oxpcrionco that ne could project his will-povror by magic spell 
and subdue tho minds of his associates and follow membor.rof the hord. 
Eo then, un-icrtook to experiment 17i th si:r:rl.lar mothods upon mysterious 
po·.-rors and spirits conceived an surrounding him. The diffol.1 ence bet•reon 
II 
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magic and prayer is di-stinct •.• 'fhe magic vrorker atte;npts to approach 
the superhtun.'~n poiTers by 3. self-confident, self-sufficient, coi:tpelling 
and commanding attitude. Tho technical name for such exercise of the 
rrill upon another person is suggestion. The fact th~t tho savage man 
could exercise his '.Till power upon another person through suggestion led 
him to believe in the potency of a similar method upon divinities and 
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higher powers. In later stages oi' development, he could convince and w·in 1\ 
'I 
the good will of his fellow men throutjil soothine;, flattery, and endearing 1\ 
addresses. Then, why could he not approach and uin tho good 7rill of the 
divinities in the sar.to fashion·: As 11e seo the process of the develop-
mont of prayer is bJ.sed upon a crud0 font of logical thinkine; and 
discrimination. 
It ·would be qui to reasonable and legitimate to draw a parallel 
bot>7een the histor-.1 and psychology of prayer and the history and 
psychology of religion. This we can say on this basis, that religion 
deals prirn:lrily with values, and prayer is tho channel to reach tho 
reservoir of these values. This dealing involves a personal feature; 
therefore prayer becor:J.es a persono.l conversation vri th tho God--the vory 
cantor of religion. This convorso.tion, however, does not necessarily 
involYe o.n o.udible speech, for tho prayer of a nystic--somctir:1os called 
11 silent speech11 --takes the form of contemplation, or concentre.tion of 
attention. iunong primitive peoples prayor is alvrays accompanied by 
sacrificial offerings. '.'ie have some accounts to ''show·; th~t in ancient 
Greek religion pr~\ycr and sacrifice wont side by side. In the history 
of religion of Isrn.ol it is obviously soon tho.t prayer and sacrifice are 
sopo.rate. In the entire stre::u:t of prophetic movement there a.ro striking 
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cases of personal co:m::aunion ·.Vi th Jehovah independent of all sacrificial 
rites. It is true tlnt sacrifice occupied an important and distinct 
plo.co in tt10 religious life of Israel; novortl10loss the prayor of tc1e 
gre:~t prophets vm.G porsoml follovr:::;hip vlith God apart from any connection 
with sacrifice. 
-.Ti th the accoptc:..nce of Christianity as a state religion of 
i~naenia, the prayer of personal ruligion freed itself from traditional r 
sacrificial ritual. Tho dcvotion::>l life of pro.yer in the Armenian 
Apostolic cirurch excludes every 1aa terial offering; because prayer itself 
is soan to be the purest and most perfect offering. Frayer has been 
recognized as such a.nong Protcstantn titroughout the vrorld. 
The Armenian Apostolic church has contrived and practiced a ! 
long series of vocal fon:ru.lae vrhich arc repeated during sacred coremo-. 
nials >rith t.L10 firm belief that the formula has an officac:/ in itself. 
~ffects arJ really believed to be enjoyed by constant repetition, 
:; 
provided ti1e na..'!l.e of Christ is roiterated. Tho oarly history of Armenia, 
1500 :J.C., distinctly indicatoo that sacrificos and such vocal fomulae 
spranr; out of unt~tropor.J.orphism, no-.-; still ling;cring on although ·vri th 
gro.dual docroase in vividness. In the Armonio.n histor; of religion, 
...- prayer in ito vory beginning was a naive er.wtional expression to some 
superaum':l.n po·.fors or objucts. At later stages of devolop;nent it becrune ·1 
a means of nol]inr; tho r;ods in so;:lo divine activities. All Armenian gods 
.t.JOSSOGSOJ. phy.:>ic:::.l bodies • 
·:ihon, in ros?onse to t(wir prayers, thoy fc.iled to got adequate 
rain for tho crops tlloy offorod sacrifices in order to raoet the needs 
and tho physic'J.l requirm:10nt::. of tile lrungry divinity. 'l'ho gods bec:::.mo 
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visible and audible. '£he woroctippors' anxious interest for a satis-
facto:r-.1 response from tho gods vras fulfilled by attention-compelling 
natural phenomena. Rains, storms, abundant crops, lightning, thunder 
\'taro roco gnized as divine 1 anguage. 'rhrougil a similar mental process 
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objects in the form of human figures were personified and deified. Ill l'his I ji 
tendonC'J still exists among the Arnenhms and Greeks in Asia Hinor Turl:oy. ii 
By way of association vTith some emotioml experience, huge stones and 
troes in the htiman form are thought of as possessing poYTers that consti-
tute the attributes of the divinity. This tendency may be tro.cod to the 
fact that anthropomorphism still exists among r.1any Christian racos in 
Turkey. Armenian and Greek churches are richly decorated ·Ji t.t images 
and sacred articles which are believed by naive believers as possessing 
superhuman powor for thai r daily needs. 
In the year 1912, in J~.da-pazar, a little tovm located within 
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n. dist:J.nco of a hundred miles from Constantinople, Turkey# a li ttlo stone /I 
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imago was unearthed, Tao imago,which according to the local priests 
represented the prophet Isc.iah, was displayed for tuo months in the 
church yard. 'l'housands of Christian vrorshippors, including Turks and 
Kurds, poured in fror:J. disbnt and nearby to·,·;ns and villages, ,just to 
touch their tnirsty lips to tho divine image. The conception of God 
underlying primitive prayer is ahrays connected r<i th natural objects of 
scnso which are spheres of their activity. It i'tould not bo right to say 
that those objects wore wholly identified v:i th gods since those lattor 
ones vrere alvrayo concohred as suporna.tur~:.l. For tho prL:nitivc man all 
nature is governed by opirits. As he personifies all lifeless and living 
objects, ho speaks >lith them as with his follow· men. God and demons are 
beings who h.:1v·a pow·er and maka man feol this power. It is not the 
transcendental character of tho divinity but his superhuman povrer that 
primrily and essentially occupies tho mind of the primitive mnn. Mana 
is tna I:I'JSterious and :r.w.gically powerful spirit, the source of blessing 
o.:nd vital vigor that can also vrorl:: ham and destruction. 
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Prayer Is Impulsive 
In examining tho relir;ious rites of tho primitive races, which 
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'I arc at low levels of civilization, Yro learn tho.t they have aclrr..i tted the 1: 
"'h' :'1! 1 l.S j existence of spirits, but are not positively known to pray to them. 
is duo to tho scarcity of data relating to early anim.i::;tic belief. 
,, 
/' 
Those ji 
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prirni ti ve races admitted the existence of spiri tn end they conducted some II 
j! 
crude sort of magical performances, sor:tothing which vre need not hesitate 11 
jl 
II 
11 
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to call incantations. ;,_ tribe of Africans, no.:-:tcly, tho 11 Zulus , 11 in 
their relir,ious ri tos do not usc words in their prayers. It is tho 
language of gesture, not audible speech, that they usc. Wo canrwt hold ;1 
Proof +-r''"t tho ~~~~ such wordless communions with the spirits or God as a ¥"""' 
prirr..i tive races did not pray and adapt it as a weapon against the univer- 1i 
sality of prayer. Speech or audible "Vrords are not fundamentally I/ 
1,1 
necessary for a ~jcnuine prayer. Prayer is tho OX]?recsion of the content I' 
!I 
II of tho soul sometimes beyond expression. 
!! 
'.'lhon the soul is in extror..o emotional state it becomes silenced ,, 
llany porsons pray without tho ii 
uce of a single word. 'rhoir desires, their cravinr;s are so intense that 11 
but strone;ly expressive in a mystic vro.y. 
,, 
their voc::..bulary becomes inadequ::..to for the expression of them. 
Through scientific investigations in tho field or socioloLY 
and history of religion, we have discovered that religion is a social 
phenomenon and !_Jra.yor a a ocio.l need. itolit;ion is not e:-:clusivoly 
individual. All religions and cults arc unii'yin[; forces of tho tril>es 
or nations. I'he stronr;cr the religious belief, the stronr;or becomes the 
unifyinc force • 
.:"n:1cnians have suffered more than any other nation for the lust 
fii'toon hundred years for the cause of Christianity. The more they Yrere 
persecuted o.ncl tortured the nore they wore united. The Turkish and 
I 
l"orsiun persecution::; and the wholesale massacres wore powerless to destroy: 
their nn.no froTI tho par;es of history. ·.Thy? Their faith in their 
' \ roli~ion, in God, in Christ. This is an astounding fact. 
In dealing Yrith religion, we nmst consider the basic elements 
of hurr..:.m behavior thn.t arc motivated by tho instincts. i~.In.ong these is 
tho gre;arious instinct YT11ich impels !:'.an to find delight in the company 
of his felloYr boincs. __ highly developed society is the consequence of 
tho satisfaction of this instinct. Thoro are certain influences iVhich 
·.mrk for or O.fjainst the satisfaction of the gregarious instinct, and in 
I 
proportion to the strcnr:;t .. of ti:1osc influences, the social instinct 
develops or atrophies. 'l.his social influence is traced in religion; if' 
not in religious Yrorship then in the articulate conception of the 
relationship 17ith God, though r:1ost frequently in both ways. As Fairbank 
points out: 11 'i.'ne relicious :r..nn heD.rs God 1 s voice in the cor:rr:JD.nd of duty 
as he hearo it in tho revelation of truth, but both the corunand and 
revelation, and ti1c po'>rer to apprehend the:a~. como through nis share in 
social lifo .nl 
"\11 religions have been essentially anthropomorphic~ and 
prayers boar unnistikablo traces of tho gcnoro.l attribution of social 
rolationohipn to the Divine. To what e:~tont this attribution of hU:aJ.an 
'I I, 
I' 
! 
associations to a suporhu:m:m realm is justifiable is a quention -rrhich 
vrill bo answered in chapter two, no..c"lioly, 11 Fro.yor and Projection." 
Experience and historical facts strengthen our belief as to 
the universality of religion and prayer. Tho universal utterance of the 
hurn.a.n heart is hearcl every.vhere, something which han been characteristic 
.i of man in all ages. God exists and this universal phenomenon, religion, 
is man 1 s natural search for Him. Judging from the surviving traces of 
man 1 s early culture, vre arc inclined to conclude that even primitive man 
j, had his religious cult and crude form of prayer. It is quite probable 
I 
that during tho epoch in which there vras no religious cult, the human 
spirit vras being prepared unconsciously for receiving tho light--the 
vision which was to arouse the first religious emotion. It vrill not be 
fair to domJ.nd aistorical facts as to the validity of any phenomenon 
which is entireJl.y universal in nature and character as tho universal 
l: cannot possibly be completely contained TTithin historical institutions. 
'! 
The religious act co.nnot co::'.pletely rovoal its fundamental characteristics 
under limitations of the historical circumstances in which it functions. 
It is prayer that vitalizes religious institutions. ?rayer is the solo 
povrer that naintains the life of our institution. Extin(';Uish tho £lame 
of religious consciousness md you v.'ill roduco prayer to a ncaningless 
formula, and in the course of time tho tonple of God vrill bocone a socie.l 
club. 
I, 
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Some of the Psychological Aspects of ~orship 
and Prayer in the Armenian Apostolic Church 
As I stressed in the beginning of this paper, the he~ instinct 
occupies a prominent place in our religious life. Religion inV"olvos a 
consciousness of social values, and this consciousness is powerfUl in 
determining the for-m of religious rites. Religious cultus is the 
reflection of certain important group interests • The recognition of the 
. ' universal and bindine force of custom is essential for our task. Habit 
determines tho behavior of the individual and habit .. does exactly the 
s!ltla to the society. Hhen this tendency reoeivaa religious sanction it 
bacomas avon more binding. A further elemant in shaping tho forms of 
worship is man's desire to give some visible for.m to the object of his 
belief and revorenoe. This is soon in image worship as wall as in the 
visible and material accessories of worship among peoples of higher 
culture, as the Annoninns, among whom the ideal of worshipping in spirit 
and in truth is recognized and pursued. Thora is a constant tendon~ to 
incline tovrard m:>re mats rial for.ms. 
'I I~ 
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the past to religious acts. The mere form supplies something that is 
needed, and witnesses to the p~er of' habit in the highest as well as ~· 
the lovrest human activities. 
Objective ;vorship comes out the more distinctly in the Armenian 
Apostolic Church, although there is felt a slight touch of subjective 
vro rship. Tho Armenian Church seems to consider the direct worship of 
God as much a part of its duty as the salvation of souls or the preser-
vation of national spirit, customs and traditions. By the ecclesiastical 
authorities systematic efforts are directed constantly toward making sure 
that the sacrament is being adored by the pious believers. A considarable 
part of the service is used by the congregation as a means of' confession 
of sin before the crucifix. This produces a subjective ef'f'ect upon the 
\Vorshipper. The sad 1 melancholic chant, in the minor key, is sung by 
the chief' priest, the congregation joining in the chorus. The general 
belief is that God is pleased with this chorus of prayer and praises 
rising to Him in unison by the entire group of worshippers. 
The Armenian Apostolic Church in Jerusalem has a remarkable 
. .,. 
finding it, aha realizes thai:. the building is a conunon place for people 
to get moral instructions from a professor with an ecclesiastical gown. 
But •'Then she goes to her cl:mroh she feels absolutely sura that God dwells 
in there; therefore she takas off her shoes with fear and deep reverence. 
In the Apostolic Church God is present evo~JWhere in general, but He is 
also present in the altar in particular. No one else, no other minister 
can go in the altar except the Armenian priest. God is the central and 
the only essential object of worship. The candles, the incense, the 
music, are not for the congregation but only for God. This is true 
Whether these things are offered to God o.f.fioially or privately. The 
'i 
saintly mother who places her candle before the shrine o£ Virgin Ma~ has 
no thought in her mind of tne effect it may possibly have on other 
wor3hippors. All she is anxious about is whether or not Saint Ma~ will 
be pleased by it. She is not a ·Pharisee--has not the slightest desire 
to sho",7 her acts to others. She \Vill place her candle just the 
same if no one is ever expected to enter the churoh. 
The priest may mean that God shall hear the chants, but he also 
means that the people shall hear. He prays in a loud voice, that all 
may hear, as he stands facing the audience. Then he turns his back on 
the congregation, faces the. altar where ho firmly believes God is, and ~· 
slowly \'l'hispers :us p ray_er i'n a voice too low to be heard by anyone, and 
in ~ tongue unkn~rn to all. The service is conducted in {~~~~the 
ancient language now almost dead. I have knom1 a fevr pri'3sts who do not 
even understand what they read. To the Armenian priest, the number of 
the people present# tho absence of the choir or the severe cold makes no 
I 
1! 
and the crucifix in the other, enter the cburoh with ayes fixed on the 
I 
I 
difference. Thera you sea the old saintly priest, during a winter 
morning, shivering from the terrible cold, holding his shoes in one hand 
altar. He looks neither left nor right for the audience. He starts his 
11 Alleyoujah" exactly the same way whether the church is packed or he is 
alone in the building. In the old country they held services throe tines 
a day, and the churoh was opon from . .morning till sunset. Hare in .t'\merioa. 
things are changed, rather Americanized. We are too busy with thousands 
of things to attend so ma.~ services. 
The mass occupies the most important place in the worship. It 
is viewed by the people not as a means for producing an effect but as 
sonething objectively worthwhile in itself. The mass is an.. 
uplifting reality. It is the very center of the Armenian worship and 
the heart of their belief. The High Mass has a noteworthy significance 
for its unique impressiveness and production of' deep religious emotions. 
To the un~pathetic intellectual Protestant this seems magic, but for 
I il I the Armenian Gregorian who enters sympathetically and imaginatively there :1 
I is a sense of the Divine presence. The whole ceremonial is saturated 
I, With emotion, 
1) element, is almost absent during the mass. 
I! 
~~ essentially emotional. 
I
I. 
I process, may initiate a prayer, but fUndamentally it is the emotions 
11 that give rise to prayer and determine the activity of the soul. The 
. I! intense vrorship experience is charged with a high potential of emotion. 
il 
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II 
The intellectual aspect or the_worship, the rational 
And emotions, feelings, and 
The devotional state is 
Will, the effort of the will through rational 
1~ 
It ia the emotions which tend to swoop one from the rational and to 
prostrate tho soli' bei'oro tho presence of the Divine. Psychologically, 
·when the emotions control the pernonali ty 1 tho soul, so to speak, judg-
mont and reason are held in aboyanco and tho person is in a condition of ' I 
o:-::treme suggestibility. EmotionG tond to narrow the field of conscious-
ness. Corrective elomonts are ignored when intense emotions dominates 
tho self. 
Tho Sacraments play a gre~' t part in tho more emotional life of 
the church. One Wr10 h8.s become familiar ui th the experiences of the 
co:::ununion directly or indirectly, .!_·~·, through a sympathetic study of 
tho exporioncoa of others, will obviously see that it is right here that 
"';re find the most typical and nost oxa.l ted religious emotions. Tho Lord's :I 
'l 
-
supper, for alnost seventeen centuries, h'ls boon the central act of 
public worship included in the iiigh l:.a.ss. It is at tho Comr.nmion tmt 
tho central idea of ChriatiG.n relir;ion, roder:1.ption, is brought out most 
:.'orcibly. It I:lal~cs alraost a sad inprossion as reflected by tho tone and 
ma.:mer of the officiating head priest. The Scripture reading, and tho 
old oriental chnnta are chosen to remind and impress tho listener vrith 
tho cor..pa.ssion of Christ, YThoso portrc.i t is cons;;icuously displayed on 
tho altar ·::itil c~~ndlo:J clinly shininb around it. Thus is arouacd ono of' 
tho strongest, deepest, and nra;;t hwno.nizing onotions. Tho place of worship, 
which makes a r.rystorious and sublime i:opres sion 1-:i th its r:1ost solemn 
c.tmosp:wrc, tho sucred. syr:~bols, tho picturoa of Biblical and national 
saints upon tho W.:J.lls, the nolancholic chants of tho officiating pi-iosts, 
tno fumon of tho incense on tr1o o.l tar--all these influences 
-~---··----
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serve to haighten the impression, and b./ holding the mind 9.way from 
distracting ideas, the emotion is allo:;ea to increase to the :maxirmun. 
Then one could almost feel the presence of God in all tnose ceremonials. 
Thoro is no room for rational or logical thir>J:ing at the height of 
'! emotional activity. If one attonpts to analyze all these 'hi; rational 
i1 I· 
i1 process, ho cuts tho very s1·reetnoss and nerve of religion. 11 The Lord 
is in His Holy Temple." He is ti:J.ere, you could feel llis p~esonco, co:r:U'ort, 
courage vrith an inner satisfaction. 11 J.:y soul is athirst for God, for 
the living God; when shall I como and appear before God"? 11 Yes, tho 
mysterious clement in worship is the very thing ·which tho hUI:lru1 soul· 
craves. A number of our Protestant churches are deprived of this emotional 
clement, they are dry like a rock. Ho vronder our pews are almost enpty, 
while the Catholic churches are overcrowded with ,.,or shippers. 
I 
In worship -rre usually 'i:J.B.vo: (1) the mental content, (2) the 
emotional accompaniment, and (3) tho inmccliate expression and the porrranent 
:1 effect of the first two. How the task of the church should be to control 
1
1 
this enotion and direct it tm-;ard value yielding ends. Of course this 
is tho task of Religious Education. All the factors employed in vrorship, 
whether intellectual or emotional, have t!wir place and significance. 
The ei'foctivo er:tploymont of symbolical usages must be preceded by' sone 
educative process that shall make t11em intelligible and meaningful. 
',1e must not underestimo.to tho importance of the intellectual ele-
,• 
1: 
mont in worship, because througn it ·we u.ro a ole to form o.n intelligent 
basis for our religious sontirr.cnt vrnich eventually leac}.s to tne fonnation 
of ideo.ls that are effective. Dut we must fully o.dmit that foolinr;s play a 
- -·· -~--~-~------------~~---------------- -----
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:r!lorc ::Jrimi tivo role. 'l'he neccsse.ry notor force which :rnakes the service 
effective is crc~-..ted throur;h tho "\'Torking of tho feelinr;s. In our churches 
I, 
' 
I' 
I 
·whore I o.t1 preaching, it is the emotional ro.thor than the intellectual !1 
offoct of v;orship that holds the peo;:le together. Tho existence of the 
church is directly due to t!10 emotional effect. 
Prayer is ti1e appeal whicn is offered rrit·n the Sacrifice. 
Sacrifice and prayer constitute the sum total of worship. Of course, it 
is understood th::1t s::..crifico is always Goraething offered to deity. 
Durinc th3 •wrshi!? raan uncon;:;ciously heie;htcns his attention, focusing 
it rig;ht on the object. During tho time, sometimes t~e consciou::moss is 
di sonpgod fran tho sur:roundinr;s. The main object on which the attention 
is con~entro.tod becomes vivified, ·real. The intensification of this may 
load the worshipper into a nyotical experience. 
Tao more ratio~~listic and intellectual an attitude, the loss 
enotionn.l an experience is. The r:J.Oro emotional the less rational. 
. lutuo.ls unify tr1e group, thus worship becomes a. group activity. Ritual 
i 
I 
thus oecor.1os unneces:.;J.r-.f during private worship. A critical attitude 
is dcntructive to emotional typos of vrorship. Tho Arnonians, being 
e~otional in their roli5ious lifo, uro much dependent upon outside holp 
suc:1 as S'.(Tilbols, crosses, candles, h:w.ges, n.nd occlosio.sticD.l gowns. Tho 
wornhip of pra.yor, confession, praise are still lin oring in tho 
.i\r:nonio.n Church. In tho ProtestJ.nt (Armonin.n) Church tho scone is 
entirely diffor..:nt. I'no e:.1~1imsis is lc.id ontirolJ• on the sermon. The 
people liston to ti1o minister to satisfy their intolloctua.l cravint;. 
·.:orship is ::1lm.ost ::1 pn.ssive r..attor. -:ro r.1ir_;ht cull the cong;rcgation e. 
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~~ II I' d li group of listeners. The people are quito satisfied as far as their il II li 
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rational convictions are concerned, but there ah;ays secns to the 
Armenian Gregorian something real lacking. cihat is this lack? A 
genuine realization of the ;?resence of God, an intense emotional reali-
zation of the superhuman cosmic poY;or. ·•e enter the churci1 dr.f and cor:'.o 
il 
II II II 
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!I cut dry. .ie 
!I 
do not fool that inner sublime satisfaction. 
II 
'I 
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:I 
l'.Iy funeral ser1:1ons have done more good to the people than my 
fine opportunity to appeal to the emotional if 
,I 
other sermons. There I have a 
attitude of the people. 1'ho r:wsterious element in death, the thing I! 
YTe do not fully understand. There, facing tho casket, vre find ourselves 
face to fa.co ·with the silent forces which lie beyond our comprehension 
lj 
I 
il ,, 
li 
i! 
and control. It is this r.wsterious element that mkes our religion sublime 
and norshipful. The solution of this r:wstor<J by vray of any logi·co.l or 
rational process will reduce this sweetness into bitterness. If VlO 
abandon on scientific grounds this re~lization of our dependence on tho 
mysterious superhuman po·:1or, and yet become successful in satisfying tho 
I 
!i 
'I ,, 
I! 
1: 
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It 
'I 
rr 
I
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eternal, then the history of our religion, theology, philosophy vlill take ,I 
II a different direction. 111.Iy thour,hts a.re not your thoughts 11 saith il 
Jehovah. ';,'o need a good rolir;ious atmosphere in our Protestant church 
I 
in YThich the enotiono.l nature of man rr.o.y find satisfaction. ':;o can not ,) 
II 
" clo away altogether vrith the traditional, as t!lis m::.kes a strong nppee.l 
to our religious emotions and sentiments. This does not moan that i7o 
ought to disregard tho denands of nodern thought and need. Catholic and 
Protestant churches, I believe, make o. good combim.tion of subjective 
and objective worship. Tho ?rotestant Church is o:A.-trenoly sub,ioctive nnd 
,, 
I! 
.. ,., 5 ·=rr if mzmr 7!101 '7'7!27 rr rr·meer 
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I' 
the Catrlolic church is objective. Tho first stress the subjective and 
the latter the objective validity of religion. Yos 1 the development of 
the objective side of the Yrorshi;? is essential for our Protestant Church. 
;O should see to it that tho Sunday service may bring to tho Yrorshippors 
II 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
': an atmosphere of prayer, and a sense of the real presentee of the Divine. 
" II 
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Tr1o ;"rnoni::m Grecorian Churci1 has given a. kind of inwardness, a sense of 
vital reality of spiritual things, a feeling of need for spiritual 
roinforccraent t:::> tno peoplo 1 and it is just for this reason that it has 
II 
II 
il i! 
il 
boon a ver-; strong ::.b ctor in tr10 preservation of tho Christian fa.i th 
despite the :r:wst terrible persecutions and uholeso.lo t'..assacres since the 
establishment of tho Church in the fourth century. 
I' 
Of all different devices designed to increase the effectiveness fi 
+' t .. _, il J, o-. Yrorship in t~1e ~·,rmonio.n Church, the most important is he Altar. ,,;n c ,, 
I 
pco~le ·,-rorship, their attention is concentr.;ted unon the altar, -rrhich I 
prevents tho attention from wandering. The function of attention in I 
vrorship is e:~tro:.:ely inportnnt. Lttention is the selective process which I 
IJ naJ:cs so~o thinss prominent and neglects others. 
attention .is not creative. It merely sifts tho ideas already present in 
tho mind. 'l'hoir presence is determined b:J tho operation of tile laws of 
association. ille _·,rr,,onian v:orshippers do not close their oyes to exclude 
distraction but ti1cy do concontr"'tc their eyes on tho altar. This means 
practically tho sa":lo thing. .iorshi!? hus its c;onosis in an original 
state, and emotions render tho personality hiGhly suGgestible. Prayer 
durin~; the act oi' worship tends to continuo itself 1:rJ tho mor;tcntum of 
ho.bi t. Tno old people usc the rosar-y as a stilr:ulatinr; device. 
\! !I 
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as aa::s:a :sa: 2 .ill£& 
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This arouses mental images of religious importance out of which p myers lj 
may be constructed. Tiley usually repeat continuously 11 Holy 1 holy, holy, fi 
Lord. God of Hosts. Heaven and earth are full of the majesty of fey glory •1) 
Blessed be Thou Vlho art come and art to come in the name of the Lord.. . , )J. 
I:bsa.nnah in the Highest. 11 j) 
Such contemplations of the attributes of God, Bis power and il 
majesty, createG in the man a desire to adore and worship. Awe and I 
reverence arouso the attitude of worship and are themselves intensified · 
by the devotional mood. Worship then becomes a response of' the self' to 
the consciousness of' the presence of' the Most Eoly God. The public 
worship should create an atmosphere in which it is easy to commune with 
I' ,I 
!) 
li 
the unseen God. 
II 
The architectural appeal, the subtle il"'.fluence of' music, \1 
It 
I 
tho ritual and the internal sacred decorations in the Armenian Church 
tend to reduce the minds of the congregation to the mood of worship and 
its expression in the devotional prayer. The Armenian Church has its 
one defect--lack of rational and intellectual tlunking. The people aro 
extremely ignorant so far as religious education is concerned. They 
stick to the old decayed traditions. I ought to say that very little 
progress has been made. The church authorities close their eyes bef.'ore 
the dawning horizon of science and education. They do not realize the 
fact that we are living in a changing world where new circumstances and 
conditions require readjustment and nevr adaptations. I hope that thoy 
learn the art of controlling and directing their religious emotions 
toward· some value yielding ends. Naturally this requires the adoption 
of the principles and methods of religious education. 
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CI:L\..!?TER II 
Prayer and Projection 
The conception that projection is a universal process must be 
assumed as valid. It plays a vo~ important part in all human effort to 
arrive c.t mental hn.nnony. Tho Projective impulse is a constitutive elemonti 
~ I 
i! 
in our mental life. It can nn.ko a contribution to knowledge when a :! 
rolo.tively perfect bn.ln.nce is attained betrreen the operative factors in 
tho !:lind. But our l::. .. lO·:rledr-;o as a vrholo is prosressivo and mediated by our 
personality. ~ . .-e noo reality through mental media. Religious kno·aledgo 
is relative anl ':rithout this relatiYonoss it would 'Do beyond our a.bili ty 
to conceive any lawwlc::lgo of reality. Illing;:rorth, in his bool::, 
Porson:lli t'r, H.u::.an and 'Jivine, writes: 11 Porsonality is thus th0 gateway 
through Which all knO'.rledge nust inevitably p::tss. It follow·s that 
philosoplv and science aro in tho strict sense of tho word precisely as 
anthropomorr>hic as theology • since the-.f arc alike lir:rl. ted by tho 
conditions of h1.U:1Un personality and controlled b:v tho fonns of thought 
which htll":U'.n personality prO"rides. 11 1 
Our l:no~-rlo~lge is colored by and expressed in terms of social 
and ocono:nic conditions of our ace. This f:lct is indico.t3d by oXD.::lplos 
of anthropomorpclic thoue;ht. It would be improbo.b1e th:J.t the sn.vage would 
thin.l: of' God in terms roasonablo n.nd truo to life, as would civilized n.nd 
noro philo no _J,dc::J.l ninds. It is 1i~cely tint thoro is o. tremendous 
1
nlinr;.rorth, Personalitv, ~;uman and .iJ~vine, 25. 
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difference betvroen tho prayer of an ignorant peasant and that of a highly 
cultured person. ·.re o::pross tho nature of God in tcr-.ms of our ovrn social 
experience. 
·:re need not worry upon hearinG that prayer is characterized b-y 
projection. as projection is the normal r.1ethod of hur.u:m thinkinc vrhcm Yto 
seol:: to e;rn.sp nupor-scnsuous rcali ty. 
li 
li This discussion, if carried on further, ;·rould lead us into tho 
I! 
I! 
I! 
If 
consideration of epistemological :1nd metaphysical problems. One of the 
nost important constituents of tnc structure of our prayor oxpcricnce ia 
I' 
Tho Christian conception of ~~ bD li ev in God 1 s real and iiT'.rr.odia to preaonce. 
God is not based on a purely mechanistic vie:·r of life. iio f'i!'lnly believe 1: 
in a God ·who is a per::;onal, etr1ical, infinite and Self-rcve:J.ling Being. 
He is conceived as a BeinG transcendent and yet i:r..nanent. existence 
can not be proved by reasoning. 1illy loe;ical approach tt'ill be ina.doquc1te 
to demonstrate His exiatence. God can be reached by rational faith. This 
is the best means through Wi:1ich we n:J.Y succeed in relating the facts of 
experience to a unii'-ying principle. Such faith is a po~ror 11hich loads 
us to look for a meaning in life, o.nd eventually to the reality. The 
channel by wi1ich v;e approo.ci1 reality is 1:1ost probably that nhich uill 
givo us roo.l l:novrledso of it. l'>.s ~lodge points out: 11 Tho prc.yerful 
consciousness has volitional, cot;nitivo and affective olencnts within 
it, and ti1o harmonious relations~1ip and b:..1.lanco of t:1.eso factors enablos 
\! 
:I 
I! 
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the religious man to apprehend values vrnL::h a1·o really exi3tcnt and consti_; 
tuont for an ultir.~te reality ·.-r:1lch llO ro;:::.rds aa God. 11 1 
1Aloxandor, 11 Pray or and Its Psycholot;y, :• 206. 
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l:oli ;ion in tho conservation of values and in God tho no values 
such ~s v;isdor:l, goodnens ~nd beauty aro consenod. Scientific knovrlodge 
, reveals just a fragnent of the ultir.late re~li ty. 
I' 
! 
Pro.:;er doe.> involve tho mental process called pro;joction. 
doon not inv~~id~to it. Of fund~ontal importance to pr~yer is the 
conception of God as iw~anont. Prayer is based upon belief in this 
accossi bili t~·. ,-o ·nave f .. ith in tho ir.rmunonco of God vrith whon wo cru1 
:' enter into pra:,rorful relationship ~md enjoy ro::!.l intercourse. 
I am concerned prh::::J.ril:r ·.-rith tho structural ~nalysis of the 
oxporienc0 of prayer o..>1d socondly ·wi t:1 its function based on facts. 
,, 
li Ps.J"cholo2;i.sts h::l.vo follo•-red this method. \, - Stl1.rbud:1 s study of conversion 
·! 
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a ntud;-{ in the structure of tho rolic;ious consciousness 
~nd so ulso ~,7o.s tho ana.lysis rTrlicn Lcub~ made .p J. • • O.L mysv~c~sm. I h~vo en-
dcavorod briefly to i::ltorprot tho values of the experience or prayer 
tivo and zubjectivc as pozsiblo. It would be a violation or ITr;f subject 
to e:-:}_)and tno study in the experience or prayer further into philosophy 
or tncolo~y of rcli~ion. 'l'llo purpose of this discussion would bo to 
put an offect.i'lc instru.":lCJnt in the hands of poo~1le for culture and 
control of their rolic;ious mind. I avoided doGmatizinG upon the ultimate 
nat·.tro of ti10 Divino Beine contoLlplatcd by religious consciou:.moss 
bOC·'lUSO t£li S 
( Contim1c on to no:-:t :.>o.c;o) 
would mean a deviation from p~chology, the prescribed field, and a plungin~ 
I 
into philosophy. Of course, philosophical theories havo their right place I 
in lnun.a.n thought. The pS"JcholoQr of p~yor or religion h-;.s no sciantii'i c :I 
>m.rrant for becoming a defcmder of idealistic philosophy. The sn.."ne may I 
be said to b'Ol true for theolobf, since tr1eology is in reality a. specialize~ 
kind of philosop~1y. It can not be denied, however, that this discussion 
in general has an indirect bearing upon philosophy, since I mve pointed 
out the value or· prayer and since phi~osophy deals pr~nnrily with human 
values. 
God, as revealed and taught by Jesus Christ, is our Father. 
are His sons and share His true nature; therefore a conum.mion between God 
and men is an essential reqjirern.ont for attaining perfection. A genuine 
prayer is a genuine contact "ith a cro·J.tive spirit that oakes all things 
nevr. 
God is the ultir:1a.ta reality and perfection. He is the supreoe 
value and is fully apprehended by tho highest standard of values. Christ, 
through his sinless, most innocent, and fearless life, proved His appro-
hension or t-,1e nature and w'ill o£ God to be uniquely true. The mora vre 
conform to t~is peerless exa.>:1ple, to t:1is sacred life, the oore 11a 
experience God in His divine natura. 
11 I am tho way. Those vrho h9. th so en me hath seen tie Fa thot" •11 I 
The closer rre appro,~i:ma.te to perfect personality as it is found I! 
in Christ, tha fuller will be our knowledge in the truth, and the more :i 
will tho revelation of God in Christ provo the absolute reality and purpose 
or God's redomptivo purpose and love. 
Tie have endeavored to touch upon some of the essential features 
of prayer in the light of its psychology and philosopey. I\.ny final 
solution cannot, of course, be llttJ.ined through a psychological considero.-
1 
tion. ·.Tnatever the psychological and philosophical background of our 
faith in tho reality of prayer, 110 cherish a gre~•t truth. For prayer is 
nothing less t~an tho acceptance and working out of the great possibilitie~ 
1\ 
of fellmrship ·.vith God. :fa have sought to understand the nature of fi 
I spiritual intercourse with Gocl an:l to identify hwnn.n activities with His 
pur?ose taorcin revealed in nan. It mi~~t, in fact, be maintained that 
our twentieth contu~J stands in special need of prayer. The hunan soul 
must learn tho art of looking both in and beyond itself for inner grovrth, 
aspiration, deopor spiritual insight, and solf-roalization. 
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CHAPTER Iri 
PR!\.YER AND CONFESSION 
It seems to the writer that the need of communion or communi-
cation is fundamental in its basic nature. The desire to share emotions 
may not be or perhaps is not dependent on a rational belie£ in the 
possibility of response. w·a may fail to get any reaponsa but despite 
this we will feel the need of communic~tion nono the less. Any thought 
certain amount of emotion or perhaps psychic energy. If thera is not a 
listener, if parsons are entirely indifferent to our appeal, we will talk 
to ourselves in front of :J. mirror just for tho sake of getting rid of 
[l 
1 the emotion. Tnis means to provide the emotion with a channel f'or ita 
i'lovr. 
'! 
i 
'I 
,! 
Confession: Confession may be brought under this classification~: 
Through confession we invite others to share with our sorrows and 
perplexing situations. 
Confession experience, which is the core of psycho3.nalytio 
treatment, has received scientific study and application. Prof. Freud, 
li 1~ through his exhaustive investigations has como to the conclusion that 
neurotic disorder is due to reprassed~6.t£/ic:'ts 1 The irritating impressions 
\, and experiences linger actively in the subco~soious region of' the mind 
i 
!: and soak to emergo into clear consciousness. These incor.lpatible f'oroes 
rsnsrmrnerzee=mn=w,mrzrrn ·r 
tend to create a pathological disturbance and finally result in the 
disorganization of t'ne physical organism. The patient cannot surrender 
himself to its attac~s nor can he completely expel it fran his mind, 
hence it casts a terrible spell upon hir11e "dhen the distressing memory 
is brought into the conscious region with its original emotional qu£J.lity, 
then its devastating spell may be broken. Thus tae symptoms may perish 
and the personality be integrated and restored. Tais prooess of 
restoration or integration will be quite impossible without an act of 
confession on the part of the patient. A confession of intimate details 
of the patient's private life may afford the analyst a clue in psycho-
analysis. The confession of our sorrows and difficulties Will result in 
a great relief. 
Tne Roman Catholic confessional may offer us a good illustration 
of its therapeutic value. Tne officiating priest gives tho confessing 
sinner two things: the first is absolution and tho second is obligation 
in perumce. mving heard the confession and being satisfied with it tho 
priest a.ffinns~ "I absolve t::1.ee." The sinner firmly believes that tho 
priest is ve;:;ted with authority to forgive sins~ therefore psychologically 
he finds groat and sometimes canplote relief. 
For centuries this confessional has survived and afforded the 
adherents of the Catholic church a release !'rom inner tension and mental 
conflicts. Although the system has degenerated to the curse of indul-
gonoe~ and has bean a stron~ factor in tho perpetuation and repetition 
of sins~ nevertheless it vrould tp advisable for t·no Protestant Church 
to provide its constituency with a confessional, of course without 
i· 
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assuming all the povrers and prerogatives vrhioh the Roman Church claims. 
The confGssional in the Armenian Apostolic Church, founded 420 A.D., has 
done untold good as a purifying and hygienic process. Through confession 
I' the person unburdens himself, rehearses vividly and with emotional 
II 
excitement the details of the experience and thus fin::ls relief and 
equilibrium. 
Prof. Josey writes: "Prayer may also be effective when used 
as a means of bringing peace to an individual oppressed with the 'f'Teight 
of his sin. lrhoavor knows that he has been false to his God or that he 
has offended Him otheraise feels the need of making a cm1fession. In 
this respect relations between him and his God are not different from 
those between two individuals where the one who h9.S injured the other can 
not expect the old relations to bo resumed until he has confessed. Prayor 
is a means used by tho sinner to confess his sins and beg tho forgiveness 
of God. 11 l 
"Come unto me, all yo that labor and are heavy laden, and I 
I will give you rest •11 This means absolute sur1·ander to hi::. Y/ho has been 
~) 
'I able to win the confidence of millions. Christ, the £!.astor psychologist, 
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knew tho underlying principles of' this soothing, relieving, restoring, 
and comforting process. By surrendering ourselves, we put all our 1 : 
responsibilities, the causes of our deficiencies, on tho person who speaks 
with authority. Psycho-physiologically, this process is the abandoning 
!/ (in the deliberate activity of the mind) of' the strain of conscious 
choice, and the reliance on tho habitual activities of the organism. We 
1 Josey, The Psycholof?! of Religion, 301. 
I 
simply further the achievement by' giving up the too strenuous endeavor 
for that achievement. Our complex problems and mental conflicts,wnich 
becane the main causes of weariness and despair, are turned over to 
habitual activities, and thus result in rest. The complete rolinquislunent I· 
of the consciousness is not the case but rather the shifting of the 
attention to another field. 
Prayer and the Phenomenon Known as Rapport 
There seems to be some close relation between the functions of 
prayer and that of the phenomenon knorm as rapport. The tenn 11 rapport11 
i\ 
was originated in Franco, and practiced upon persons under the influence 
of n.yJ?nosis. Tho o.bsance of-a critical attitude is of gren.t importance. 
"O, Lord, I surrender to thee. Tey \'Till bo done" o)..--plains the absence 
of such critical attitude. Resistance will set up inhibition and result 
in failu~e. l~ attitude of passive state conducive to a mental state of 
suggestibility is a favorable ground both for prayer and rapport. 
,. 
I 
"Absolute surrender to tho will of omniscent and omnipotent Allah" as 
taught in the Koran is quite illustrative of this attitude of a prayerfUl ' 
spirit. 
Rapport is n process of submission to another's personality. 
This doninance of submission >rlll accompany devotion and obedience. The 
man wno practices ra~port must possess personal magnetism. External or 
surrounding conditions make tho process more effective. For instance, 
during ceremonials, tho prisst with his ecclesiastical go,7ns and solemn 
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appearance will no doubt influence greatly and induce the worshipper into 
. 
a mental state of submission and suggestibility. He becomes a vehicle 
for establishing a fir.m relation of confidence between the prayerful mind 
and the object of worship. An intellectual cooperation between the priest 
and the worshipper is also important to secure a smooth process for the 
transference. In all successful psycho-therapy, as in moat medical 
treatment, an emotional relation exists between physician and patient. 
This is kno;m as 11 rapport." T11is relation exists in all close relations 
such as may occur betw·een priest and worshipper, between teacher and 
pupil, between leader and follo,rer. 
The first step in the process of rapport is to bring to the 
surface trains of thoughts (stream of consciousness) wnich are automati-
cally or consciously repressed and wldch boar painful effects in the lang 
run as Freud believ 0d. Timidi ties, fe:\rS, and aversions are given im.'llense 
relief. Tlle patient being very sensitive to criticism is cacforted ~ 
finding in the physician one who shows equal interest and tolerance for 
both strong and weak, good and bad features. Tlle patient begins to realize 
:
1 that he is not any different from other people. Tims, burdens of inferi-
ority become lightened, ho feels hope and his attitude to•vard the analyst 
becomes that to1vard which one has lon~ boon lookin~. As a matter of fact 
it is a justification of his present level of adjustment for which he 
strives. The main problem in therapy is to substitute for this latter 
procedure a more constructive reorganization of fUnctions. 
As a second.step, the patient begins to experience his past 
memOIJ' traces in his subconscious which become reanimated. Ylit':l. this, 
i 
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what Prof. Freud calls a 11 Transferonco"-. · .. · develops. This means 
that for tho tL.e being the subject shifts some of his conflicts. 
According to Froud, this general tendency to transfer is an absolute 
necessity for the psycho-physiological mechanism. All men have a need 
for tinderstaniing, for ~pathy, and support. These needs are never 
wholly met in ordina~ social relationships. There is a subtle, constant 
re~ching out for more and fuller satisfaction. These universal needs 
and longings al;vays furnish a foundation for much of tho religious 
tendency of man1dnd. The neurotic is under the pressure of undeveloped 
emotional needs Yrhich aro thwarted in normal adult life. These arrested 
emotional needs of the neurotic, being very conflicting, result in a 
di sinte grated and unbalanced porsonali ty. Here, two forces work against 
one another in opposite directions. The one foroe satisfies, the other 
violates. Under this conflicting situation the individual is forced to 
a continual state of repression and inhibition. The significance of 
rapport is quite tho same in religion. It indicates sooe harmony of 
mind and feeling between subject and object, between man and God. We 
oight call it an intense desire on tho part of tho worshipper to identi~J 
himself >vith the supreme object of his worship. In it3 oore extrema 
types, nrJ~~ical experience is essentially quiescent rapport by which 
tho subject beco~os ~n~oct~etized, entering the hypnotic trance. Both 
in psychoanalysis and religion tho working of the essential elements 
is tho same. 
c.:: 
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The Role of Attention in the Act of Prayer 
Tho role of suggestion in the domain of sensations is another 
matter that dese1~es our attention in this brief study of the religious 
e':perienca called prayer. Suggestion can create imaginary sensations 
or hallucinations. There may be a series of sensations from >vhich we rray 
select consciously or unconsciously those that correspond most closely 
to the main image in our mental background. During an emotional state, i 
when mind is isolated from external influences, there takes place a I .. 
·I 
Thus rvhanl! process or identification between tho sensations and the imago. 
'I I. 
i'fe come to a service with the expectation of hearing a divine voice, come II 
vrith extreme anxiety and longing, the sweet melody or the chant of tho 
priest beyond the altar in the far distance may be mistaken for the voice 
of angels or God. Ti1is case may illustrate tho phsnor.1.onon to some 
extent. Mrs. Yester Boghosian, a member of the Ar.menian Evangelical 
Church, Lynn, Mass., tells me her experience. During the world. war she 
experienced unspeakable tortu.res in the hands of the Turks in Asia Minor, 
Turkey. TherJ under the shadovr of death she prayed day and night for 
her physical and spiritual salvation. Through soo.e miraculous men.ns she 
was saved and sent to France by French authorities. Soon as she left 
I 
il 
II 
" II tho boat she wont to a Cahtolic Church and thoro she gazed upon the altar ~~ 
,, 
tTith tearful eyea and tha.nki'ul heart. Thoro she so.\'{ Christ oorn.ing down 
the altar toward her and talking to her face to face. The result was 
that she under;.rent an inunedi9.te change in her inner life. Now sho goes 
-m nm=rrrn z mr=r· zm •m rmunn=r 
around to tell peo?le of her experience With Christ. God answered her 
prayer, as she is absolutely coc£orted and happy. In the above case 
she certainly had an obsession both by an affective state and by an image. 
Under the influence of objective sensitiveness, the image--the crucifix--
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so intimately related to her actual state of mind, was vivified. Psycho- [ 
logically this was a normal method of dischargir.g concentrated anergy 
aroused ~~ extreme desire during past years. St. Francis had a similar 
I experience. The excessive type of desire, inner longing, is the basis 
1 of t·ne entire psychic procass. Psychologically ·~re seo what wo expect to II 
.sao. The result depends upon our goneral a ttl tudes and established beliefs'. 
II 
The reason for this is to be fOtmd in the mind as a condition of attention~~ 
So,ne linos forming a hidden figure in a puzde picture stand out much [! 
II The notes or :r 
ono's instrument in an orchestra seem to stand out when one hears an I 
mora oons?icu0usly than before upon fixation of attention. 
orchestra play. 
Larrs of Attention by Holling"o'torth: 
I. 11 The process attended to becomes-clearer and :nore distinct than 
othors. 
II 
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II II. The procass attended to becomes more intense. )I 
III. Tho procaso attended to risos nora quickly into conaciousnoss.nll 
Observations and beliefs are influenced by desire. Desires 
arising from some need play a prominent role in any successful operation· 
of prayer. The Ar.menian lady wns dominated ~~ all-intense desire to see 
her savior. Her indestructible conviction that physical appearance of 
1 
Holling;wV"orth, l\dvertising and Selling, 53-54. 
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the living Christ would be someday possible, fused with an intense desire II 
II became the foundation of her religious experience. I must mention the 
fact that her conception of God is purely anthropomorphic •. liow she is 
:I 
'I j, 
li 
some kind of ~stio claiming daily visible and audible communion with the I 
Savior. Another Annenia.n lady from the Chelsea, Mass., church, who pe.ssodl 
through the same terrible stages of life has told me that through her 
prayers she has seen Christ and tJ.lkod to him. Mystics had similar 
eA~orionces through rna~ years o£ hard work, toil, and discipline. 
Early Christians resorted to such methods that produced 
desirable states The process worked upon psychical principles. Long 
periods of abstinence, lacerations upon tho body, diminished health and 
psychic concentration through prayer made autosuggestion more powerful. 
Any kind of experience, ho•rev3r 1 that does not vitalize the moral and 
spiritual life Tni(Jtbe.' ci,'scontinuod. If' prayar does not envigo-r;te 'ike.:J.ental 
health then it is a pathological pnase of' life. If' any inwa:.·d emotional 
state aroused ~ prayer fails to lead men in to some value-yielding end, 
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The function of' prayer is to organize our lives and ~~~ 
control the instinctive tendencies--to create a harmonious mental state. I 
then it is hop9less. 
I 
The naive worshipper may not know anything about the scientific character II 
of' this mental process but just the same he arrives at the desired goal--
1 feels the presence of God. 
I 
:I 
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In fact, this supposed divino prosonco increas~1 s 
il T"ne energy is no longer 
II 
II 
I 
the far-reaching effect of the mental exorcise. 
dissipated in fruitless yearning or in conflicting situations. Sources 
of' energr until then dormant or unknown or inhibited are aroused to 
11 aotivi ty. 
II 
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Thus the aspirations are fUlfilled and their clai~s granted. 
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The eypnotio trance is quite similar to the religious trance. 
The presence of the hypnotizer acts in tho same way as does the sensa 
of the presence of the Divine. Individuals, howo·vcr # differ in general 
emotional responsiveness. There are the calm individuals and on tho 
other hand thoro the excitable ones. Tho two Armenian ladies are of this 
latter type. In them tho amotions are usually intense. Therefore joy 
comes like an explosive with an immediate effect. Persons with such 
excessive emotional tendencies are easily converted. A few members of 
my church, being of such type, were dissatisfied with intellectual 
sermons. They left the church to join the Pentecostal Church--tho very 
hotbed for emotionally inclined people. 
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The Function o£ Attention: tho Act of Prayer in Relation 
to Religious Experience and Values 
As indicated previously, the role o£ attention in prayer is 
extremely important. According to Eolling'flOrth, 11Attention is an act 
of adjustment, a state of consciousness. Tnis attentive state is 
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characterized by tho dominance of an idea or imago, or a sot of those and ~~ 
the subordination of the oth3rs. Consciousness has always a focal point, )J 
a.nd this focal point is alw-ays occupied by the thing which we are lj 
attending at the time." 1 · ~~: 
Via can not react to all impressions at the same time; thare:f.'ore I, 
il we become compelled to make selections. Attention, thon, is a selective 11 
mental process through which vre make something prominent andneglact 
others. Attention merely sifts the mental content. 
Attention is prompted by interest. The human mind daliborataly 
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selects those ideas which it considers o:f.' importance :f.'or the satis:f.'a.etion ,/ 
'I of soma need. The root of attention to prayer may be found in our I. 
II interest in some religious values. Attention impelled b::.r religious li 
. li 
concern makes prayer prominent and surpasses matters of lesser importance.!' 
I 
Thus, through this process our religious needs become vivid and clarified.) 
As a result, tho prayer becomes urgent and gives rise to an emotional ton•jl 
which by way of practice intensifies the dasire for spiritual gratificatio1· 
I' ·' 
I' Attention is tho main spring of power and activity and Without it prayer 
will be out of gear. 
Prof • B .P. Bowne ha.s strongly ampho.si zed that 11 H.unan purpo sa 
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and volition are perpetually playing into the system of laws, thereby 
realizing a multitude of effects which the system, left to itself, would 
never produce, yet in sucn a way that no law is broken. Natural lavr of 
itself would never do airJ of the things which men are doing by means of 
it. The ;rork of the vrorld is dono by natural forces under human guidance. 
It 'is tho outcome at once of law and purpose. 111 II 
Isolation of the individual promises safety against distractions t' 
Tni s wu s ro the r Christ' s way of praying. Tno 11u sto r prayed alone , free I 
from all distractions, free to concentrate upon the eternal reservoir I 
of religious needs. Isolation is.esaential for private prayer--meditation+-
sel?-roalization--an inward tur.ning--salf. It is a voluntary and 
conscious attempt to analyze our individuality and its content., and to 
understand the principles of tho vrill. It is very beneficent to formu-
[ II 
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late our desires and ideals,to examine tho underlying psychological motive~, 
for w"i thout this vre cannot appreciate our own worth. Tho whole thing rre..y !I 
be subjective, but even so its benefits .are worthwhile. Such self-
examination which is a forffi of prayer is quite essential. A prayer of 
confession waich essentie.lly involves a subjective process will clarify 
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the consciousness and strengthen tho will of the believer. 1i 
!I 
Fraud, Jung., and their follovrers have strongly emphasized the 11 
subjective effect of prayer. .\nd as a r.1atter of fact various psychic and IJ 
!I 
" neurotic disorders hnve been cured simply by discovering the nature of i' 
I' 
•I 
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tho cor.1ploxos. Unveil tho ~sto~ and the fear will evaporate. The 
, subjective offoct of prayer is so sure and unrnistaknblo that even nn 
,, 
1 B.P. Bovme, The Essence of Roli~_;ion, 136. 
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atheist will be benefited if he continues to pray. Tho reflex effects 
of' prayer upon our own minds and character .-rill inevitably result in 
some good. I have known a i'ev; 1\rn.enian atheists vrho still contir.ue the 
use of petitional prayers merely for their subjective influence as a 
powerful means for self-culture and self-recognition: Prof. J~es B. 
Pratt writes, "Though tho more 'advanced' Jaina monks have given up 
prayer altogether i'or meditation~ very many of' them continue to pray, 
because experience ·has shown them tlw.t prayer, though inconsistent with 
their theory~ is helpful in practice. 11 1 
"Attention is an ordained deliberate air:, is a behaviour-cycle 
directed to a specific end, and this it is that ~Arks out the real and 
i'ruiti'ul quiet of the contemplative from the non-diroctod surrender oi' 
mere quietism."2 
The quiet mind in a state of' receptivity holds that idea which 
is the central point of' the mental activity and upon which the attention 
is fixed spontaneously. The power of the absorption is in proportion 
to the transfonning powor derived fro~ it. The more the interest wavers 
the more suggestion loses ground. 
Eere we deal witn another character of effective 
suggestion. Vfuen the idea is vitalized vdth education thoro boconos a 
surer possibility for its realization. 
The effort of tho will strene;thened by way of' rati ona.l thinking 
may ini tia.to a prayer but often it is the emotions that gi vo rise to 
prayer and determine activity of tho vtill. The majority of 1\moninn and 
Greek people are highly emotional in their acts of worship and prayer. 
No doubt the underlying psycholo~icnl causes. or such hi~hly emotional 
-·~ _ _!J_p:::!'at._:t:._c~_c:cRelig. Consc • '=2~~==c.: ___ Uncler]li]-_l,,Life_ of-=tho ,Spirit~ 142. 
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states are heavenly bliss, hell-fire, exaltation, or self-consciousness 
of guilt. This e:dromo suggestibility of the foreir.nars in America 
may be ascribed to their lack of judgment and reasoning. However, we may 
not be justified in criticizing severely this emotional element as some-
thing useless for this- reason, that it has really done some marvelous 
rrork in increasing tho ener~ of the idea. The cool and intellectual 
typo of belief and rational faith provalent in Protestant churches 
possess little transfonnin~ power for the naive foreigner. A revivalist 
will stand on a strong ground among the Annonians if he appeals to their 
emotions. The human soul instinctively seeks to satis~ emotional needs 
and gain stability in lifo. This seeking process is expressed in acts 
of worship. Prayer, of course, is concomitant with worship. Prayer 
thus becomes tho impulsive utterance of our religious life. 
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CHAPTER Vi. 
Prayer and Suggestion 
Fear has been expressed by religious~ pious people that any 
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I attempt to apply the laws of suggestion to prayer will create an apparent . I 
danger of reducing religion or prayer to a mere subjectivism~ and of 
identifYing faith with suggestibility. There is no reason whatever to 
• 
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be alarmed. Bodily health,which is a condition of well-being and of a 
normal functioning of the psychophysical organism, can be improved and 
developed ~ suggestion. Why? Because suggestion is a strong means 
II 
rl 
I 
through which we may control and integrate our lives to same extent. 
During meditation and prayer we subject ourselves to auto-
I 
suggestion. Suggestion has been the foundation of modern psycho-therapeu-J. 
tics. The belief that suggestion was merely t~o presentation of an idea II 
has been discarded ~ ~darn psychologists. William McDougall says~ 
11 Suggestion is the alogical production of oonviotion."1 
II II j: 
II 
II 
11 Suggestion is a process of oonmn.mication in the acceptance jl 
with conviction of the camcunicated proposition in the absence of logicallJ, 
adequate grounds for its aoceptanoa. 11 2 
Tansley aggrees with McDougall \Vhen he says, 11 Suggestion is the 
acceptance by the mind of a proposition independently of the rational 
faculty ,n3 Thouless defines suggestion as 11 a process of communication 
1Ensrclopedia Britannica, XXVI~ 49. 
2MoDougall~ Social Psycholo5t, 100. 
3Tansley, ~ ~ Psychology, 301. 
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resulting in the acceptance and realization of a communicated idea in 
the absence of adequate grounds for acceptance. 11 1 Charles Baudouin 
defines suggestion as "a media which subconsciously transfo:nn.s itself 
into a corresponding reality. 11 2 
Suggestion is the mode of activity dominated by some teleologi-
cal principle. It represents a continuous adaptation of means to the 
attainment of a desired end. Autosugge ::;tion plays a prominent role in 
private prayer. It is a process throughwaich we seek to realize an 
idea originated in the mind itself. In hoterosuggestion the suggested 
idea originates from a source external to tho mind. Autosuggestion has 
been given a prominent place in mental life qy therapeutic practice. 
Eatorosuggestion is induoed'suggostion. The induced idea is given 
sufficient intensity to make autosuggestion possible. Groat emphasis 
must be laid upon the cooperation of the mind of the subject in any 
process of autosuggestion. The effect of suggestion depends in great 
measure upon the energy liberated by the subject. But this does not 
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mean that all suggestion is essentially autosuggestion. The truth is that i 
suggestion as a process may involve different kinds of mental activities 
on tho part of the patient. There could not be any wholly and purely 
intra-mental process--there could not be a case of pure autosuggestion. 
Thoro is alwnys an external influence involved in the process. 
Reterosuggostion could be made ve~ effective through the 
cooperation of the mind determined to receive the suggestion. Although 
the term 11 autosuggestion" is applicable to cases where there is no direct 
1Thouless~ Psychology ~ Religion~ 19. 
2Baudouin, Suggestion ~Autosuggestion, 50. 
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exter.nal agent responsible for the communication of the realized idea; 
Nevertheless some external influence is necessary for its successful 
operation. Man is a social being and is dependent in some way or other 
upon others. No•7 thoro arises the question, 11 Is pra:•lar a. mere process 
of autosuggestion?" VH1at is its psycho-physicaal relation vtith suggestion 
as a whole? 
It can not be denied that autosuggestion plays a great part in 
the religious thought of the individual. He Im.lS t bea.r 1n mind. thnt 
religious thought does not differ,from secular thought radically as far 
as their direct relations with autosuggestion and the psychological 
principles in the mental process are concerned. Mental processes are 
the same whether in religiouo life or in ordinary life. Therd'ore, all 
acts, whether religious or secular, must ob~ the laws o£ the mind. All 
mental processes or activities are subject to the same laws. It makes 
no difference whether the process is subjective or objective, we are 
priL~rily concerned with the results. ~e must be scientific in our 
observation basod on fact--regardless as to whether or not we can sub-
stantiate the religious man's claim for tho e.i:per.ianoa_- of prayer. &re 
is the main question: "Do we get the same result through autosuggestion 
as we would havo expected to gpt through prnyer? 11 If yes, thon we a.re 
nbsolutaly justified in cla.i!aing that God ansvrers man 1 s prayers through 
His laws--Truth: 11 Learn th·9 laws--the truth--and it shall make you 
free." Frce--fron vrhat? From ment~l disorders, ailments, disintegrating 
forces, i'ro:m unha:;pinoss, from pathological tendencies, from psychio 
====----· 
Autostlg;Gostion ~•ill operate •tell and efficiently vrhen the mind 
is i'roo i'rora mcnb.l stress. '.ihen thoro is prosunt in our supplication 
an clct:!ant of cr::.otion~l strain, then rmtosugr;estion will not be operative 
to any appreciable e::t:mt. This n.l so is a part of the laws of God--God's 
will, so to spen.l:. If we take pains to study those b.ws through sciontii'ic. 
ob.sorvuti on, then, by adjusting ourselves to thou vro integrate our inner 
life ani tnus derive both physical and psychic values. God ho~rs our 
prayers in ti1is remarkable scientific way. Thoro are men who do not 
l::no.r hO\'T to self-suggest--to pray well. ;Such cases nocossi tato tho 
cooperation of extorn:J.l D.[;ents. 11 'l'oach us ho11 to pray. 11 
But 'irrmt is tho baaic nature of suggo stion? It is quite 
difficult to give a so.tisfo.ctox-.t o.ns>·rer to this question. 1\n attenpt to 
describe sug;gestibility as an omotionul attitude acquired by tho race 
throur;h fixo.tion of rcprcss.3d libido upon tho prirr.al herd-leader nay 
indic~te sOI.1ething or suggestibility as having o.n t1istoric connection with,: 
tho soci~l rolo.tionships of men. 
J.'rottcr c.nd ::,cDou:_:;all seen to tt1ro".r lir:,ht upon sucil a vi0·;r in 
that tho ror:'.wr finds in suGcestibility tho grer_;!lrious instinct propor, 
and tho latter i:wokos the 11 :mbnissivo instinct" us distinct, fror.J., though 
closely rolo.tod to tho gro~arious. 
SuGc;ostion, no doubt, plays o. r;rcat pa.rt in tho strengthening 
of relig;iou:l bonds. f-ublic worshi;? increases tho sug:;osti bili ty of tho 
vrorshi?p::Jr '.'rho bocomo.:> conscious that ho is one or tho groupl ri:ord 
suc;costion operates strongly in religious, political, and social g~thorings. 
lior;;--.:;.1 acco:::pa.nh:wnts of worship c.ro conducive to heightcmod 
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sug[icsti bili ty. The organ prelude, the anthens and different nusical 
selections possess great psychological si;nificance and serve to increase 
suggestibility of the c:rorshipper in suc:1 a vn;.:r that the religious ideas 
associated with the service are readily accepted. 
I\ny theory of a gregarious origin of suggestibility rr.ay be 
strengthened in vievr of the fact that tho protection of tho herd and its 
vrolfc.ro depends partly U?On its responsiveness to the fear experienced 
by one or 1~1ore of its members. 
Sug~ostion in itself is a normal condition, although it may 
become abnormal in its extrerae forms as in :wstcn·io., fJ.tigue, and inso.ni ty. · 
A very small percentage of subjects treated by psychologists have been 
found to be hysterical. Jtrpnosis is an increased for;~l of sugc;estibili ty, 
but this does not necessarily mean that suggestibility is a morbid syrnpton. 
As llcDougall points out: 11 Gre::J.tcr degrees of suggestibility 
arc duo in main to conditions of four kinds: (1) abno~al states of the 
brain of wnich tho relative dissociation obtaininr; in hysteria, hy!;:>nosis, 
norr.1al sloop, an::l fatigue is the ::..o:ot inportant, (2) deficiency of 
:Y.nowlodgo or convictions relating to tho to~Jic in regard to vrhich tho 
suggestion is I!lD.de and imperfect orpnization of l:now1cdge, (3) the 
impressiv·e cluracter of the source from ·;nich the sugr;estecl propo:oi tion 
is conlr.'l.unico.ted, (4) peculial'ities of the character and tr1e native dis-
position of the sub.iect.nl 
Abnormal states of tho brain nrc often indicated in extreme 
forms of r.rysticism or religious hysteria. Tius nay be said to be true to 
L.~i1llian~ EcDougall, Social Psychology, 98. 
II 
the ec~tn.tic ntaccJ that are deliberately and systeLln.tically invoked in 
Yoga practice • 
. Autosugr;ostion is self-sugcestion--a mental process vrhich 
evcntu<~.lly becomes tho realization of an idoo. originated in the mind 
itself. !"utosugr;estion is distinguished from hetcro-sugr::estion. In the 
latter the suggested idea originates from sources external to the mind. 
i:Ietero-sug;gestion is induced sut;gestion--o. process whereby the induced 
idea is given a sufficient inton~ity to make autosuggestion possible. In 
o.utosugrr,ostion thoro is no external agent responsible for the com.·mmication 
of the realized ido2.. But if vro accept the origin of SUGGestibility, then 
wo nuGt also o.ccofJt its racial significance derived primarily from herd 
::mgt;ostion. ..:ell 1rumn.n thour;ht boars tile inovi table imprint of external 
fomG and influences. 1.'nis 1 of course, vrill lead us to the conclusion 1 
that thoro is no absolutely puro sutosuggestion. Our r.uruwrs and thinkinG 
aro ordinarily patterned by social forms--and sanctions. If the root 0 f" 
sugbostibility is found in the groc;o.rious instinct, then autosug['_;ostion 
'i 
' 
' ,, 
r:w.y bo considorc:l o.s o. reproduction of tho initiation.:; of t.10 horcl-leader. , 
The resronso of tho individual member of tho i10rcl to such S'..l(;t_;estion 
of tl1o loader is shared and stii:1ul:1ted by the rest of tile members of tho 
group. As we see, autosuggestion invol-.res a series of suggestions in which 
is dor..in:\nt the operation of intra-mental processes onl:r indirectly 
initiated and affected by cxtorno.l elements. 
"':.11 prnyor contnins a larp;o clement of soli'-sug(:C3 \:.ion. The action 
of solf-::;ugcostion :..ts un element of prayer Crl.nnot be denied. ,ihon wo stand 
face to face Yrith our :1iGhost ideals and believe in tho possibility of their 
realization vo offer ourselves stronc sugp;ostions of victo1y and normal 
inpro-1omont. 
II 
Reverse Efforts nnd Suggestion 
The vrorl"..ing of tho Reverse efforts is another important matter 
in our spiritual life. ·;;1hen our unconscious mind has been charged by a 
suggestion, any· conscious resistance on our part to arrest. the func..;· ,,_ 
tioning of the idea, ,7111 intensify it. The thing that we need is not 
struggle but persuasive power. Vie all have experienced the working of 
this law. For instance, any struggle to sleep will keep us awake. Lilm-
w·ise a deli berate struggle to keep attention fixed in prayer will tend 
to frustration. Theologians explain this in another vray. They state 
that regeneration does not come through voluntary struggle but only by 
surrender--by yielding to the will of Almighty God. That is, man must 
be passive and God active in the whole process. To n.y mind it makes no 
difference as long as the old saint gets the results by conforming 
himself unconsciously to the psychological laws and principles of 
The surrendering of ourselves to the Holy Spirit is an 
unconscious process of seeking abandonment of efforts and struggles. 
Of course, this does not mean that we shall give up every moral 
effort and put tho entire burden upon God. Our activities must form an 
integral part of full human experience. St. Augustine ran away from the 
temptations of the city life and found refuge in the wilderness but 
according to his confession there he found more deadly temptations. 
Relaxation: Periods of relaxation possess positive thera-
peutic value in cases of nervous tension, ins~~ia, neurosis, and in 
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Relaxation, according to psychological experiment, 
begins as a physiological process and it gradually becomes mental and 
muscular tension includes m9nt~l tension. Then~ if a man is nervous, he 
is not relaxing. Hhen muscular tension is reduced emotional excitement 
is also reduced. TI1is application of principles of relaxation to prayer 
is valuable. Relief from tension enables the mind to strengthen itself 
through its own resources of energy. As Jacobson points out~ 11 .:\.nalysis 
of the conditions for which it is generally prescribed indicates that 
rest (1) repairs fatigue or C)~austion, thereby increasing the general 
resistance of tho org'lnism to infection and other no:cious a;onts; (2) 
decreases tho strain on tho heart and blood vessels; (3) diminishes tho 
energy output and thus also tho required caloric intake; (4) quiets tho 
nervous system, thus tending to reli-eve exci tcmont, heightened rofle::es 
and often spastic states; and (5) diminishes the notion of tho affected 
p~~rt of parts, t:lOroo/ averting possible strain and injury. 11 1 
Ti1o larr of rolaxa.tion especia.lly concerns tho sick vrho is 
suffering fror:: nisodon of :::ont~l and physical tonnion. "\. :man vrho is 
suffering fron nourost,w;1ia vtill not bo able to prc.y in accordance ':ri th 
tho law of conccntro.tion, because the VOL"J fo.cul tics involved in tho 
act of prayinr, :J.ro disturbed, ancl tho effort of mental ccncentra.tion 
bocoJ:JCS quito difficult and somoti~1os an inpossiblo task. 
trorvoua patients havo confessed that thoy aro una.ble to pra.y, 
and that thi:> situation rno been a gren.t source of dosp::dr and morbid 
imae;ininr;s. "God has forsaken us bocn.uso wo nn.vo boon guilty and morally ' 
dof'iciont11 (l:).s ooon their ton.1·ful confosnion• Of cour:w, an n.tti tudo or 
1E. Jacobson, Pro~resnivo iffila):ation~ 2. 
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or conception such as this is entirely 1·rrong. Tho reason for our failure 
may bo due to tho fact tmt >re put an insupport11blo strain upon our 
psychic energies, ·,d th consequent increased disturbance and r:1.0ntal turmoil. 
~'.... most restful and rDla.."':ed concli tion of tna body, and lack of 
muscular tension arc prerequisite to successful prayer. 
11 The Lord is rrw shepherd, I sh::.ll not want. ne leadeth me 
beside still vraters 1 he reotoreth r:ry soul. 11 This typo of prayer lacks 
negative aspect. It is tho prayer of affinnation. 11 God is here, vri thin 
us, as a healing, guarding, and uplifting pm·ver. 11 Suci1 a prayer repeated 
slowly and quietly is at once prayer and suggestion and has healing 
i: po·;rer. Insor.mia, iligh temperature, worry, fo:u·, anU. am::iot;y may bo 
!' 
relieved by this simple method of prayer. 
In tho quietude of mind o.nU. caLn of bolily feoling;s v;i1ici1 are 
possible in the state of rela."'<ation, wo rn.ay experience a spiri tuo.l 
exaltation, a feeling of invro.rd rest and satisfaction, ·~ri1ich ;]lays o. 
great part in our restoration to normal self-control. 
Unconscious Teleology and Reserved Efforts 
!. 
I• 
A bettor unde~stunding of the nuturo of our religious experience 
necessitates a few more remarks in regard to u."lconncic·us toleology· 
and reserved effort. 
Through the working of tho law of unconscious teleology we 
learn that tho unconscious mind tends to work toward tho realization of 
the idea after it has been effectively suggested. In psycho-therapeutics 
in general, a suggestion for good health is often enough. Aftor tho 
suggestion is made for tho cure of the sickness, the recove~ is hastonod 
as the necessary changes and adjustments required for its realization 
are ~aae unconsciously under the influence of tho dynamic idea. This 
inner process is sometning wnich reason may not comprehend, but the 
deopcr mind may eventually realize it provided tho intellect does not 
interfere by introducing some resistance to tho process. Is this not 
true in spiritual spheres? Obedience, humility, and a state of suggesti-
bility aro true requisites for the reception of grace for the healing of 
/: the troubled soul. 
j, 
Danger: Hero thoro may arise a tendency for tho sugr.n~ted 
t• 
ide<> ta dir~ct t'-1,. r.~nt"1. content tovrard destructive ends Within the 
unconscious mind. ·~-;·o must guard ourselves against such psychological 
tendencies. For instance, tho old theological doctrines laid much stress 
upon the oriGinal sin--upon the weakness of man. Such sugGestion may bo 
adverso to the health of tho spiritual life. Pratt mo.kes a quoto.tion 
from Rruna.karisr.na, tho Indian teacher, which is quite illustrative o£ 
1: such unconscious transgressions. Rnmakariohna finds out to his :urpriso 
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that books of the Christis.ns insisted too exclusively on sin: 1 
"Some one gave ma a book of tho Christians. I asked him to 1! 
II 
read it to me. In it there was one theme, sin, and sin from the beginning il 
I 
to the end. The fool Who repeats again and again 1 I am bound, I am 
bound 1 remains in bondage. He who repeats day and ni r;ht 1 I am a sinner, 
I am a sinner' becomes a sinner."l 
The Indian teacher is justified in his criticism, as most of 
our hymn books are almost saturated \vith such sinful, destructive, and 
devitalizing suggestions as they make the naive believers pessimistic. 
The tendency of repeating 11 I am born a sinner" has been one of 
the mortifying wounds in the Annenia.n Protestant Church which has done 
havoc to the possible gro,vth of a desirable healthy and nor.mal spiritual 
life. I feel myself always surrounded by a group of pathological 
personalities intensely docina.tod with perverted conceptions of the 
Christian life. 
1 Pratt, ~ Heligious Consciousn~, 132. 
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Faith in Relation to Suggestion 
One of the conditions for suggestibility is faith in tho 
friendliness and good will of tho objoot of worship. All autosuggestion 
without ~ exception presupposes a faith in the determiner of destiny. 
Faith has psycho-therapeutic significance :for psychologists. It is of 
vital import~noe to establish confidence in an optinistic interpretation 
of life. Paul sai s, "Be of good cheer, as I believe in God." The 
inculcation of general confidence is an indispensable prerequisite to 11·:o 
autosuggestion. Absolute confidence and trust b God is indispans!lble. ~~~ 
God's person is our refuge tieologioally--tha laws or natura will be i 
responsive to our prayers if we live in conformity with them. The univers~ 
[I 
is fundamentally friendly and will give a. healing response psychologically.! 
I oore \re have a pra.yor qhich is almost saturated ·:ri th autosuggestion. I 
Another question arises: "Does this process involve any religious 
clement?" The nns\Ter is in tho posi ti vo, :for this one fundamental reason 
1
, 
II 
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taat we have there confidence~ trust~ faith~ hope, and love--the ve~ 
Therefore we have a genuine religious heart of tho Christian Gospol. I 
I 
prayer not merely autosuggestion. The beneficial effects I of autosuggestion 
5Ubstantiate the validity of prayer. Raposo and confidence of mind,in 
the absence of which abortive fears may prevail and stonn tho citadel of 
our personality, have boon responsible for the cure of mall'J psychic ills 
and maladies. The paycho-therapeutic value of religion has not been 
donied by p~chologists. Thoyhave almost identified p~cho-thorapeutic 
i 
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process with religious :faith process. As in both oases the same principles 
,1 aro involved, this is underst!l.ndable. 
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Dubois of Berne, the >vell-known agnostic says/' Religious faith 
would be the beat preventative against the maladies of the soul. Feeling 
himself upheld b · God1 he fears neither sickness nor death ••• he remains 
unshaken in the midst o i' his sufi'e rings • "1 
Psychology does not invalidate the claim of roligiouz f!lith: ~ · 
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for the reality of an objective God. ii It, on the contrary, strengthens 
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il the probability of' its truth. Suggestion of any kind is concerned prin- li 
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cipally •V"ith the subconscious activity of the mind1 and prayer is 
concerned primarily Tnth the activity of the soul. But w·ho knovrs the 
difference between soul and mind? 
Let U3 assUL1~ that thoro exists an objectively real Being and 
one >villing to influence human life under some specific conditions. !' Now, 1\ 
will it not be highly probable th~t such influence would be most easily 
communicated in the act of prayer since we are subjected to increased 
1: 
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auggesti bill ty~ 
1: 
!I This means cooperation with God. God >Till not dominate II 
il 
our hearts unless we open them for Eis admittance. The close connection il 
1: 
between the mechanisms of prayer and suggestion is apparent. In both !I j\ 
:: mechanisms there is a spontaneous throwing open of the deeper mind to 
influences whica tend to manifest themselves. The so t·tro_ acts, prayer 
and autosuggestion, al~ fused in such a wuy that th~ become ono single 
act of comnumion--tha gateway to self-realization. 
1 Quoted ~· Ihdfield. The Spirit, 114. 
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Prayer ~ ~~tto:opt to Solve Problons 
Looking at the matter from tho standpoint of consciousness 1 
one thing we ought to noti co. If prayer fails to prove an adeq_u~ to means 
for several times~ to tho attainr:lent o~ the desired end, it is apt to be 
discarded. Tne prinitive nan tried every kind of noans available to 
satisfy an urr;ont need, until one of them r;:wo actual results. ile then 
kept on using e::actly the same noans. The :t."lost trifling; or:tission fron 
the process responsible for this first success was believed to vitiate 
the vrhole perforr.nncc. For instance, if a ritual or ceremonial for an 
abundant crop rosul teu in actual rainfall, t;1on tho same cerenony was 
repeated ,.,i th utmost care and detail. If at other tines rain fallod to 
f~ll, tho most rot ural conclusion vroul::l be that thoro had been some 
oni ssion and thorofare tho ne:·:t tine tho porfornanco \7as repeated, it 
would bo. dono •·ri tn increased c:,re. 
I;on tho little child follows exactly ti10 sane nental process. 
If he gains tno end, he -.·;ill carefully Yratch hinsolf not to leave out 
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rmy of tile factors directly responsible for tnis previous success. If ho ,i 
bocones unsuccessful in attaining thG desired r;oc'l then i1o consciously 
or unconsciously seeks the causo3 of i1is failure. It is obvious that 
prayer bocor:us for ttl') i:r.lr.1al:.uro consciau::mcs3 both of tho cnild and of 
tho prini tive r..un a -crude attempt to solvo o. problcn. This we nay call 
the OO[;inninG Of SCientific discrir:linution, Tihich appear3 Vii10n tho causal 
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Then occasion i'or 11 
I 
relation between the prayer and the result is broken. 
scientific discrimination appears when t~~ desired results are not 
attained. This opens the door £or different sorts o£ experiments. The 
child's mind is extremely sensitive and keen to such discrimination. 
Despite our efforts to present God as as a Loving Father we 
have been ve~ little successful. The destructive event of last year 
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has been responsible £ot this failure o£ ours, namesly, the assassination I 
of the Armenian prelate in the Holy 1\postolic Church o£ New· York in the 
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Christmas morning of 1934. "Could the ~hildren of a Loving God be so 
cruel?11 our boy has asked us over and over again. Ii' the earthly fathers 
are so cruel, the Beavenly Father also must be cruel, has been·the cone-
lusion ;s a result of his discrimination. 
He prays for a thing aloud in order that we may know of his 
desire. I told him that he should not say his prayers so loud since God 
could hear him even if he whispered softly. "It is true," he said., "but 
then you cannot kno-w what I need." He very 'vall knovrs that we do our 
best not to disappoint him in his requests of God. 
The writer has seen students of Princeton Theological Seminary 
pray just before taking the ex~ination. Now this particular case does 
not involve any scientific criterion of efficiency but rather an ethical 
criterion. The Princeton Semina~ Students really believe that God 
gives them wisdom even at tho eleventh hour. But students of the School 
o£ Theology of Boston University., who are incomparably more scientific 
nnd intellectual than the Princeton Seminary students, knovv very well that 
II 
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calmness and assurance of tho mind produced by prayer. 
?.oro rro will consider a typo of case in ·.'li:lich the effect of 
tho prayer relation is not o. general expansion of t.he self, but an 
increase of tim po-..·ror of the self along sonc specific line. The relation I 
arising between L1.c soli' with its irrr::1cdiatc urgent desira and the 
objectified self' vrnica is a tomi_Jorarily dissociated pa.rt of the stream 
of' consciousness_, brinr;s to the sol'..ltion of tho problem somo asoocio.tions 
'ij:lich tao self ·::an incn.p::..blc of arousinr;. The follo-.'ling; incid(mt will 
shmr t no typo of' pr::J.yor imro meant. ,,. youn:_;, naive woman of extrOl:<ely 
otti1odox and conservative faith, .-:no is a 1:-.oraber of' tho Chelsoc. iu·mcmian 
:2.'vancolical Church, lucl a rm-:lar:c:lblo experience of prayer. Sho had boon 
·.'TOrl:ing and livinr; unclor most severe paychic and physical pres.:mre for 
;:nny lonG years. .~or only child, a fii'teen-yoa.r-old daughter, was 
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hopoleGsly ill in bod from o.cuto tuberculosis. li, The poor holplass mother , 
.I 
:I 
had to ';:orl: in shoo facto1·ies for a bo.re living. :i:Or husband, an atheist, il 
ui tc1. a -r..ost irritable to:::mercu,Kmt, had boon a:ivinrr her much trouble. Tho !1 
. ~ ~ b I 
'II 0 I, no noon she il 
'I 
Ths she l1 
vro1~.an ...-ras al:r..ost exhausted from nervous tension and '\'Torry. 
hurried :lOI:'.C frO!:\ the factory to prepare dinrlCr for ner husband. 
:! 
' 
romc:aber tho Lloro si1o fol t herself hopeless. 
possible trouble rrith him. On 11 
Sho only ho.d t<lirty-five minutoJ 
li 
lj 
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i~r uind •:ro.s like a tor.most- ll 
4. !' 
The r:w l'e sho tried to 
;·;as C01:1pollod to do in order to uv-oid any 
arriving hor:w Gho failed to find the l:oy. 
to prcpo.re luncil and rlUrr'j bo.ck to tho i'o.ctor:t• 
uous so:J. ·.;itil r..un·r conflicts all rror:.d.nc; at opposi to directions at the 
sa.r:-.o till:e. 'i'ilO do.uc,1tor fufi'orinE frm:t a torriblo, incurable dison.se, tho 
irritable husband, financial difficulties, physical exhaustion. The 
memory associated with the location of the kay >vas lost in the midst of 
11 ,, 
these conflicts. She came to me full of joy on her face and said, "Pastor. 
God a.nsvrered my prayer this noon. All my efforts to locate my key ware 
futile. I then knelt down and prayed God. 0, the an$Wer cwme imnediately 
: like the suddenness of lightning." Now what happened is this. The mantory 
of the key had been latent all the time in the subconscious part ·oi' her mind 
! potent enough to induce action., but not strong enough to come to the 
stream Of consciousness in the shape of definite recollection. lihat 
I 
,I 
was her prayer? It was simply the relinquishment of the conscious striving 
which led into a. subconscious action. It •~as like remembering a name by 
giving up the strenuous efforts for it, or it was the attainment of sleep 
]i 
t by ceasing the arduous pursuit of it. The strenuously striving self of 
l mottentary desire and the self of long-established habit are the two selves ; 
concerned in this relation. In othor words, she threw her sorrows and 
II I' difficulties upon the Lord, and as a result the stormy condition in tho 
stream of her consciousness became calm and the main object--the key--
became noticeable. 
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Discrimination Regarding tho Objoct of Praye~ 
Discrimination varies according to the ethical insight of a 
person and his knowledge as to tho effic~cy of prayer. Children do not 
hesitate to pray for trivial things_. Evon adults with undeveloped mental 
capacity hnve thought of prayer in terms of soma temporal benefit. But 
as religious understanding and consciousness deepen prayer becomes a 
necessity for only spiritual blessings. The tendency to pray for insir;-
nificant things is sharply emphasized in polytheistic religions. The 
power of their lesser doities was confined to such matters. ~~erienca 
has shown that tho efficacy o:!' prayer does not extend to tho procuring 
or physical goods. Men have prayed continually for material goods and 
were finall;,• convinced by repented failures thnt prayer was not the way 
to o btnin thoro. But this has not undermined their expectations. as they 
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havo vigorously adhered to their mistaken belief by projecting the causes II 
il ,, 
il of their failures upon the will of God: "God knows what is best for nte." 
I! Tho understcnding of physical principles and processes involved in prayer 
1
1 
:I may be a source of greater discrinunation in selecting the ends at which 
to aim. II il 
I' 
Tho matter of rosponsivcneso of tho object to vrhich the petition i 
is addressed holds an important plnco in tho continuation of this process 1
1 I. 
celled prayer. The object IllUSt be responsive; othonrise the usa of prayer , 
)' will ceaso gradually. r10ro we come to the method of discrimination vrhich 
is more or less scientific in its nature. The self is capable of making 
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suoh discrindnation through introspection after it has developed its 
field or experiences to a higher loval. The primitive man as indicated 
in the history o£ reli~ion did not make ~ such discrindnation because 
II II 
II 
I II 
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11 of the i'nct that he lacked the ability of discrimination both in science II 
/1 and religion. All objects with which he came into contact were personi- ~~ 
II I II i'iod and deified. The f'unda.mental motive i'or this deification or personi- 1
11 i! .t'ication is, of course, four..d in a direct or indirect satisfaction oi' II 
I I' 
I 
needs. The uso or magic by primitive people seems to have been generated 11 
II ! by the belie£ that tmy particular type or action causes a corresponding II 
response by the objects or persons around him. This is psychologically /i 
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quite true. In the slllmner of 1928 the writer watched a boat race botvreen 11 
!hrvard and. Yale universities. The mrvard students on tho banks or the rl 
Charles River impulsively ran faster than tlw college boat in a vague 
expectation of increasing the latter's speed. In this particular case 
there is an automatic bodily response increased by one's own desire. 
Man contemplates the transfer of his energy in this vm.y to another outside 
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Now ir this kind or tra.nsi'eronce from man to an objaot is possible', 11 object. 
11 tho reverse is possible also, .!.·~·, the transference of energy from the II 
II object to man by certain magio and ceremonials Which were some crude 
1: 
1! antecedents of prayer. 
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C~TER III 
TEE EFFICACY OF PR~YER 
Exaggerated and liberal claima have been made as to the power 
of prayer. Many of these claims, no doubt, upon a scientific examination 
will be dismissed as unreasonable or non-scientific. The claim that 
through prayer there has been produced rain may be unv1arranted. I have 
known an Armenian village in the district of Nicomedia, Asia Minor, where 
rain is scarce. But the people know the secret of getting their rain. 
After a long period of many d~ months the people of the village go in 
most solemn procession to the Holy Mount to offer their sacrificial 
offerings. They are so sure about the result of their prayers that th~ 
all take their rain coats with them. Jt j_ s clf'-imed that for t;Tenty-five 
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years they have navor missed the mark. It I ho.ve witnessed their ceremonials!! 
I' 
several times and felt the cold rain on my skin. How has this happened'? II 
Yle do not kno\'T. And hmv I!Ulch do we know about the relation between 
natural and spiritual la•vst The people referred to know practically 
II 
i[ 
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nothing about weather conditions, about the nature of prayer. One thing li 
:I 
they know--God is a responsive, anthropomor~hi~, Almighty Being. 
The general conception of cultured and educated Christians 
is that such claims are hard to base upon reasonable grounds. 
Tho efficacy of prayer lies not in possessions obtained but in 
new stores of courage and energy., also in moral insight. Tho highly 
developed man seeks first of all the Kingdom of God which co.mos Within us. 
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Prayer may be efficacious and helpful in sickness. Through 
prayer the patient gains confidence and courage. This means the 
enlistment of his latent spiritual and pqysical energies to combat the 
sickness. The medicines prescribed ~ the physician may be of more help 
to the prayerful than to the prayerless man. 
Conditions indispensable to the efficacy of prayer may be 
briefly classified thus: 
1. Intense desire. 
2. Proper fixation of imagination and attention. 
3. Continuation of the exercise for a reasonable length of time. 
The importance of desire in prayer has not been fully under-
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stood, although it is assumed that we desir.e the thing for which we pray. II\ 
We can not, hmvever, make any positive statement as to the validitv of 
., :I 
this. A vrealthy capitalist who has exploited his fellow creatures may 
pray for purity of heart, righteousness, and justice without desiring to 
live a pure life or act justly. For this reason his prayer may be 
hypocritical. It would require an extremely poor mind to believe in the 
efficacy of such an insincere prayer. If the aim and purpose of the 
prayer is to have a spiritual grov~h tnen the ~n who prays must truly 
and inwardly desire the thing prayed for. Desire is absolutely prere-
quisite to an unrestricted process of prayer, more prerequisiie tlwn · 
faith, as it is quite possible to pray without faith that the thing asked 
for will be granted. External factors, such as conventions, social 
pressure, or the audience, may force some one to pray. 
The importance of.imngination must be stressed. In order to 
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make our prayers successfUl it is absolutely essential to visualize the 
object desired. If our prayers are for purity, hoalth,_Wisdom, courage, 
or any other moral virtue, those things which pertain to them must be 
visualized so vividly that they may au strong stimuli arouse our emotions 
(psychic energy) for the operation of the nervous ~stem and the entire 
The time element is also of great importance for tho efficacy 
of prayer. Prayer is a real spiritual exercise which requires tin~ and 
effort. To neglect the daily exorcise in meditation and yet to expect 
spiritual growth is contradictory to both natural and spiritual laws. 
Intense desire, proper fixation and continuation of the exorcise have 
been recognized as indispensable for the efficacy of prayer by all groat 
religions of the world. 
I 
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I A true Christian should continue to pray and engage in constant ,, i 
meditation, with tho sole purpose of keeping his soul in contact with 
God. It is essential for us to blend and interweave our wills With His; 
to be emalga.mated with God in mind, in purpose. in Will, and in spirit 
through prayer. These are the conditions required to have the object of 
our prayer realized in us. 
J,nother explanation of efficacy of prayer is that by prayer 
inner channels aro opened through which divino power flows more £reely 
and abundantly. tlnls making its ~.motioning more e£fective. This divine 
enorgy may hnve similar significance as the terms "mental11 crr 11 psychio11 
energy as James and Tansley call it. the "libido" as Jung and Froud and 
thoi r £ollotrers call 1 t, and tho 11 elan vi tal" as Bergson calls it. 
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Practically, most truo Christians contemplate this power as 
related to God and regard it as manifestation of Him. Both psychologists 
and theologians are right in their conceptions. The trouble is that they 
do not understand one another. 
11 This energy is stored within us ready for action. When we 
abide in our O\nl selves and take hold of it then I have a conviction that 
answers to our prayers will be available and the efficacy of it more 
realized. 
"Prayer establishes the contact between the ordinary self and 
this reserved supply of spiritual energy in such a way that it becomes 
effective for us in every day life •11 1 
This process of readjusting of our inward conditions has been 
regarded by most relig:.,ious teachers as very essential for the reception 
of divine influence in to us. But my own conviction is that this energr 
comes fro~ within. Emergency cases sometimes reveal spectacular scenes. 
The human body under extreme emotional excitament is readjusted in such 
a way that it provides for unprecedented muscular strength and endurance. 
This brings us face to faoe with the "Emergency theory of Emotions. 11 
11 The sympathetic system is conceived as an elaborate check and 
drive mechanism that is thrown into gear by events which demand immediate 
and energetic action.n2 
During the World ·sar, at the Dardanelles •vhere I was serving 
as an officer, wounded soldiers who were unable to move and were left to 
1 c.c. Josey, ~Psychology~ Prayer, 311. 
2 A.I. Gates, Elementary Psychology, 190. 
,, 
die, jumped to their feet and ran about over a mile before the advancing 
British troops under the heavi fire of machine guns and e:~loding bombs, 
a phenomenon for which German officers could give no explanation. 
There is the possibility of exploring all these inner resources. r 
The religious idea rightly received into tho mind and reinforced by the 
suggestion of regular devotional exerciese alvrays tends to realize 
itself. 
Here we have the key to that marvelous experience called 
regeneration--self-realization--the crovrning glory of religious 
experience. 
The Plaoo ~ Value ~ Prayer in Regard ~ Sickness 
Prn.yGr for tho curG of physical diso::;.ses h.'ls boon universally 
practiced oven among the primi tivo people. Tho fact that prayer 
continues in our o~~ days as nn accepted means of treatment for physical 
ills is quite remrkable. The growth of confidence, 11 Faith," is an 
I 
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i important factor in faith healing. 
The psychological connection betvreen prayer and health must 
bo carefully considered in order to understand some of t~o basic causes 
the underlie the process of cure. 
I 
I! 
I The attitude of absolute faith and full confidence will result 
in an absence of worr-J und four. This condition v:ill eventually become 
a powerful factor in the creation of good health. This calmness of the 
I 
mind tends to produce health by way of right functioning of the psycho-
physical organism. The poisoning effect of tho deprossin~ emotions is 
very destructive to tho nealthy o.nd smooth functioning of the entire 
ore;anism. .i\cmovc the. ~~. .. _ ·· _: __ ·~ inhibition, c.nd the process of life vrill : 
move on mora easily. Tno remembrance of the comforting and tho 
encouraging presence of God in a mood of depression, and a aenso of 
fooling oi' tho divino guidance in perplexing situations, tends to raise 
prayer to a. higher degree of efficacy. 
Tho sickness of our beloved onos ls instinctively felt to bo a 
matter about -;·:',1ich '.ve aro induced to spoc.k to God. ·.io do not kno\r the 
psychic co.uso::; of tuis; we only l:non thJ.t the sufferings of our brother 
touch our f'oelin[~S etnd dioturb profoundly our peace, both in mind and 
soul. In vrhD.t dee;roo doos our prayer overcor..o t!w forces of dioeo.so a.nd 
turn back the obbinc; tide of sorrovrs? 1:cn, vrho1::o prayers have knocked 
in vain a.grdnst tao restrictions of natural order, have in sore disap-
pointnent r.:;i von up the net of praying as a Yraste of enerQT. rre, in most 
instances, forget thn.t prayer docs not include a supernatural povrer of 
chnnginc tho structure o.nd the laws of the universe. Nevertheless, 
within some limitations, prayer for the sick, according to scientific 
ninds 1 vrill contri bu. to to recovery and therefore it should be encouraged 
as a therapeutic measure. According to nr:1 observation, patients, for 
whose rocwory prayer::; ·,·;ere offered 1 had a bettor chance of recovery than 
those -.-;O.o ig1.0red this spiritual help. Psyci10lOQ'" affirms the .f'act that 
hope and confidence tend to tho rir,ht functioning of the psycho-physical 
ore;o.nisr... Tills is an om:)iricul fact as to tho healing po~·ror of prayer 
under certain conditions. Eon in the face of the failure of all medical 
r.lOt.rlo:is D.nd aidn, by the attitude of tho mind evoked ~J prayer 1 have won 
succos::;. Sono pooflle believe that pr8.yer bclonr;s only to tho spiritual 
and ethical realr.1 an:l thorcfo:-o its effect must be of this order o.nd not 
psycno-physic::..l. There foro, it must not have any effect upon the nervcu s 
systc~:: and brain colln. Hovr, this ob.iection appearn to ovorlool: tao 
profound unity of human nature. Linn is boti1. spirit and body. Scienti-
fico.lly, for ovo"r'J phenomenon in tho cor.1partnont of consciousness, there 
is c. corres)ondine; phenor.1onon in ti'lO nervous system and vice versa--
for over:,· change in tho norvous orgnnisn, there is a corresponding echo 
in tho :r..ontal realm. Inc h~n thour;ht is a living po·.Tor that tends to 
find expression in corresponding physical st<:..tos. men our ovm ability 
to pray dopondn U?On our nervous condition. Our spiritual life is 
conditioned bJr psycho-physical procossos. If these arc disordered, why 
II 
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should vre not seek contact with tho Creative Life and Power for their 1'1 
right functioning? If our sickness beconcs a barrier betvreen us and God, I 
the ethical thing is to pray to God for its removal. !I 
II 
All diseases are pcwsical or mental, but soir.e are more physical 11 
\I 
II 
thc.n mcnto.l and others are more mental than physico.l. Tho cure of both 
can be achieved only by accord •:rith Divine Laws and therefore Yre r.mst go 
noro good if tho value of peace and hope, .-rhich a.ro inspired by prC~.yer, 
'I I' il 
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1.1 rely on medical treatment without pr~yer in its broader and deeper sense, 
il 
back to tho b.ealing energies that issue frcm tho source of life. Fresh 
air, food, and rest for a person suffering from tuberculosis will do 
is not ignored. Tho time vrill come l'ihen it nill be quite hopeless to 
I', 
just as it would be if Yre put the entire burden of healing on pro.yer :I 
II 
and ignored medical treatment. To linl:: scientific troatr.1ent to spiritual 11 
I! 
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pow·cr, to the creative and health-giving God, is the t11ing that God 
I, 
In other words, fr 
II 
desires r.~n to do. God uses Ir~n to perform good for m.nn. 
Tie makes use of all things in t:1is vrorld, bo it r.1an, r.1attcr, or force, li 
I' 
for a specific end, vdthout violating Rio universal laws. 
It is inpo ssi ble to understand hovr Ill'J prayer offered for the 
health of my friond vnll provo of any benefit to him., as uo do not knou 
the lavm >mich connect my soul with tho soul of ny friend o.nd all souls 
·v•ith the Universal $oul--God. 13ut v;o believe that thoro arc such lavrs--
we cannot doubt it. To pray for the health of a. friend is tho net of 
awal/ puttinc~~elfishness fron our souls and invitin~ tho prosonco of tho 
Divino. Such pr::.ycrs arc in har;;tony with the Divino -;an of God, 
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t.horoforc t.hoy become veri table channels through which spiritual force 
may bo transmitted to help and neal. 
II 
positively ~e an end, as i'rhen v;e strive after a spiritual experience f()r II 
we simply II 
• t.c t' t• 111 i'r~ n ne essen ~a '• li 
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But our intercourse vri th God should not be a means. It must 
getting rid of mental obsessions or bodily discow£orts, 
confound the tenporal vri ti1 tho eternal, tho superficial 
To pray for recovery apart from any purpose of consecrating the result 
t.o tho highest end, is a degradation of spiritual powers to the level of 
Tho primary function of prayer is to unite us to God. In praying I 
for others or for ourselves • our object must be to fon'rard God 1 s purpose 
of good to•-rards then and towards us. men the greatest handicaps such 
as permanent diseases offer the greatest opportunity for tho display 
of prayer's triumphant ponor. Tho malady in such instances is not 
ro~ovcd but is eliminated in a great glory. Thus tho Divine Grace 
becomes perfect even in tho face of extreme '7eaknoss. This is tho 
triumph of tho mind over the body; of the soul over suffering. Through 
prayer, nain and evil aro transmuted into good. Tho history of thousands 
of saints in the first centur~ is a remarkable illustration of this 
great phenomenon. 1~.11 their tortures o.nd tro".lblos were swallowed up in 
the triunph of concontrated prayer to God. 
Relation of Faith to Prayer 
The relation of faith to prayer deserves at least our brief 
consideration. Faith has been recognized as a dynamic in prayerful life. )/ 
1: But is faith a prerequisite in any form of prayer? It is hard to answer ,, 
'I ,, 
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in a positive sense. At revival meetings many are brought down to their 
knees in spite of the fact that they lack faith. lr ·:lhen faith and fixation 11 
I! 
!I 
'I 
of attention go hand,in hand, the result may be more effective. 
Coe, in his book~Psychology of Ralif.O,on, writes, "The II 
function of prayer is a way of getting one's self together, of mobilizing !( 
:, 
and concentrating one's dispersed capacities, of begetting confidence i! 
II 
tr.at tends toward victory over difficulties. It produces in a distracted :I 
mind the repose that is power. It refreshes the mind deadoned by routine.!/ 
It reveals new truth, because the mind is made more elastic and more 
capable of sustained attention."l 
Through prayer we make our experiences social. :ie begin to 
realize that our private sorrows are shared ~ another, that our troubles 
are not exclusively ours but also another's. Faith is greatly respon-
sible :f'or the creation of such changes both in body and in mind. Jesus 
n~es faith an essential condition to the efficacy of prayer. 
11 i1hatsoevor yo shall ask in prayer, believing ye shall 
rooeive."t 
Christ is the anost ::rupremo testimony to the power o:f' faith. 
1aoorge Albert Coe, ~Psychology of Religion, 315. 
2Matthew 21.22. 
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Ea never thought to provo this reality by cold logic any more than he 
thought to provo the reality o£ God. He did something more helpful 
and impressive~ hovTovor. ilo believed with straight faith. Faith and 
prayer ware t'n.o entire course o£ his ministry. His whole life was lived 
in constant coomunion with the Father. 
"Verily, verily 1 I so.y unto you: He that believeth on 
me, the vrorks tn.at I do:ahall he do also, and greater works than 
those shall he do."l 
The above text has bean used as an authority in £ai th healing. 
The climax in the silent process o£ faith is surrender. The 
aggressive attitude is ter.minated in fUll reconciliation. There is a 
complete change £rom positive to neg:?..tive position--from self-assertion 
to self-surrender--from tension to relaxation. ';Than our self-sufficient 
disposition is inadequate to face our difficulties 1 we at once yield to 
the higher po\'rors. The best way to recall a difficult name is to 
abandon effort. 
II 
_I 
"Faith as activity of the ••ill initiates a subconscious process 
in tho right direction. Since our deeper-lying self is often ~nser than 
our ·;;or~dnt:; self~ to attain tho desired end tho subconscious activity 
may de·.rbte ao::t('mhat from the initial tendency givon by t:'lo uiU."2 
Faith is oon£idence not only o£ our O\'m but in things boyond 
us available for men. These resources are believed to be.o£ superhuman 
power. The active .. side o£ faith searches grounds o£. reasoning. Faith 
is not Wishful thinking or an ·unchecked imagination. Wishful :t~ng 
'1 
"'"John 14.2. 
2 Karl R. Stol:::, Psychology o£ Prayor, 85. 
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are values that coma from experiences. 
I' I Faith in professional men, in friends, in parentD, or in moral values a.ra " 
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matters of every day experience. Yet w·e know relatively little of the 
er~raeteristios or such faith states. 
Our efforts to discover the nature of faith states reveal.a. 
confusion with ot.her torms which may be illuminating. There has been a 
tendency to use faith synonymously with belief and trust and eonf'idence. 
Thera are, however, differences of quality or of intensity between these 
ter.ms. Faith, of' course, can not be thought of as independent of belief. 
Belief may be experienced Without the characteristic features of faith. 
Faith in God presupposes belief in God. Faith zwst be looked upon a.s an 
attitude Which includes bolio£. 11A faith attitude can bost be thought 
of as composed of a belief supplemented qy a large pattern of action 
tendencies, which when completed aro revealed to bo harmonious. Without 
faith prayer is but the utterance of words. If we conceive the soul to 
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be surrounded with a stream. of spiritual enerQT, thon faith is that atti- /1 
I' !I tude or disposition of mind which draws in from this stream vitality and 11
11 
!I strength. It is through our bast and noblest inspiration that the divino il 
1
11 II activity achieves its purpose Within us and this vory achievement is the II 
I answer to our prayer."1 II 
!I Our prayers are often without result for the faot that the 11 
j! divino activity is inhibited in proportion as we indulge in emotions that 
tl 
il are incompatible with that trust which gives our prayers its dynamic 
'I I value. '\Then our minds are under the dOI:linance of £ear or jealousy or when 
1
1 
1worcester and McComb, Body, Mind, ~ Spirit, 328. 
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j th~ are distracted ~ worldly passion, th~ do not become capable of 
'i 
real prayer. As long as such mental states dominate the mind, it can not 1 
yield itself to God. All negative thoughts and feelings must be dismissedj 
and their opposite IIDJ.st te.ke place, thoughts and feelings that uni.ty and 
enlarge the .soul. 
Faith and desire are almost interwoven. If we desire faith then 
we have faith. If we do not get faith, it is because we do not really 
wish it. Faith comes not by argument but ~ inspiration. Without a deep 
conviction as to the existence of a responsive God prayer becomes hardly 
possible. Faith awakens and regulates tho subconscious powers and 
attention as a co-adjutor of faith directs that power toward the desired 
goal. God, theologically speaking, thus manifests Himself creatively in 
the subconscious as a response to the appeal of faith. 
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PART III 
Definition of Prayer 
17hat is prayer'! 'In: anS\Vorinr; thi.s question·,_ it' may 
POJ of: soma . ..valus:,.tQ .k;notr::;.:. rrho.t great thinkers have said as to what 
prayer essentially means. 
August Sabatior: 11 Prayer is the movement of the soul putting 
itself into a personal relation and contact ·.;ith the mysterious power 
vmose presence it feels oven before it is able to g;ivo it a nruno."l 
Amiel: 11 \le dream alone; we suffer alone; \7e dio alone; Yre 
inl~bit the last restin~ place. But thoro is nothing to prevent us from 
opening our solitude to God. And so 11hat ·was an austere monologue 
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becomes dialogue .n2 II 
Those different conceptions o:q>rossod by different distinguished~~ 
thinkers are in fact remarkable for they mark the culmination of a long 
history. The struggles of primitive man to influence the will of higher 
powers by magical spells and tho silence of tho mystic w·ho forgets his 
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self-centered being in the vision of the Eternal are motivated by prayer. ! 
A Modern Definition: Prayer is an address uttered or an 
inaudible speech to a divino power conceived as Spirit or God, in order 
' 
I , 
:1 
" to obtain material, moral, or spiritual blessings. ,. Prayer contains words i\ 
of homage, adoration, confession of sin, st~tcmcnts concerning tho 
1sabatier, Outlines of P!ulosophy of ReliEion, (Eng. Trans.), 28. 
2 Amiel 1 s Journal in Timo, Tr. by !.Irs. fumphrcy nard, 289. 
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beneficent operation of' tho divine pow·ers. It also carries with it soli'- I 
!::_ Psychologicn.l Definition: 11 Pra.yer from tho functional point II 
a.ssurinc uttcra.ncen of' confidence in divino protection. 
of' vievr is a. process of comnunication betw·oen tho na.rrovr egoistic soli' 
and the socialized soli' through vraich a.n ever completer and more adequate 
soli' enorgos •11 1 
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Tno main purpose and tho aim of prayer is to obtain blessings 
or to satisfy needs by establishing closer contact with spiritual agencies 
or to en,joy tho presence of the object to which prayer is directed. This 
i'ied as rites and r.agic. Prayers that are uttered mechanically may be 
excluded also for tho fact that they have.- dogoner::.tod into magic. In the 
Amonian Apostolic o.nd Greek Orthodox churches praying frequently goes 
on so oxcessivoly and in a f'onn so mixed with ritual as to become little 
! 
more than mechanical and I11.3.gical. 
Tho origin of prayer is inaccessible to historical investigation~! 
therefore it rrust be approached by psychological inquiry. Eorr did men 
ever coLlo to pray a.t all, and why did -the~ continue to pray, in over 
chanGing fonns and ceremonials through all stages of' civilization? If 
we soak a Llotive, univ·.Jrsa.l, supro.wo, -perpetual, it will be f'ound in the 
impulse to soli'-proserv:J.tion--the inspiring and directing principle of' 
all lnunan activities. iio call it impulse,ruther than instinct, to 
emphasize itG co~rchensive and activo character. The sumo is true of' 
1A. Lo•.1ina Strong, l?sycholog;y of' Prnyor, 24. 
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I religion and the very heart of religion is prayer. Religion is in a 
broad sense the conservation of values, and prayer occupies a unique 
place in man's quest for higher values. "\n immense number of men of 
prayer withdravr from the prosonce of earthly things, concentrate their 
mental and psychic energy upon·the main objoct of their devotion, pour 
forth their yearnings and aspirations, bovr dovrn in deep reverence 1 and 
arise ansvrerocl ·ni th peace and po·war. 
The t·:.mdoncy to pray Yi'Ould hn.vo been atrophied ii' prayer, even 
the crudest one, had not resulted in some good to the person who prayed. 
It is vo17 difficult to define specifically tio truo and 
genuine nature of prayer. Prayer, for instance, is somotines defined as 
11 loving follm•rship with God. 11 But prayer may be possible for the crudest 
savage in vrhom the sensa of tno Divino presence is not dovolopod, porlmps 
does not exist. Others declaro th:J..t pr::l.yor is 11 potition11 ; the proaonta.-
tion of needs and the asking of soue dofini t9 means for t~1e spiri tuo.l 
and material gratification of those needs, but it is quite possible to 
pray without sool:inG any specific GOod or gift. Tolstoi he\s written, 
11 I have prayed t,o God, but i i' one do fined prayer as u petition or thanl::n-
giving, thon I ceased prayinE;. I aslcod and ,nt tho s·:~.mo time, deeply i'el t 
that I had nothing to ask. I thanked Him, but not in •;·ords or thoug(1t. 111 
Prayer as the Contr~l Experionco of l\elision. 
·.ie must accept the fact that w!lile religion is concornod vrith 
tho trCJ.nscondontal, an:l its goal is tho idoo.l roc,lm, it is neverthel"'"'"' 
""""' 
essentially human n.nd its appeal and characteristic urges aro r.t3.11ii'osted 
in terras of human thou~ht and conduct. Thoug~1 our boli3f is inborn and 
__ ... ·-·· ----····--------1 
A. 1.:audo, 63-64. 
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presupposed by relibion, though it is deep rooted in the hwa~n soul and 
is highly responsive to ttlO hunan emotional nature, yet it can no·l:. be 
separated altogether from the rational mind, no matter ho~• sublime tho 
faith-postulate may be. Religion is u matter of human experience 
mediated o.nd e:mressod by ~n conduct and thinking process. Religious 
experience must differ from secular or other experiences in its content. 
A fair cor1pr~honsion of prayer in connection with religious experience 
":rill noco:Jsit~to tho usa of both r:~tionn.l thinl:ing and spiritual feeling, 
o.s re.tional procoss alone is in::~.dequ::~.te to demonstrate the truth of 
religious o~7orienco. Fcolin~s and emotion::> 1aav misguide us in our 
searchings. 
?sycholowr, to my mind, is a great channel through q:-lich we ma.y 
II 
II 
II 
II 
'1i 
r cone to an intellectual understanding u:J to tho a.cti'li ties or tho prayer- .I 
I' 
li 
ful ;':lind, at tho same tina knowing to what extent the modern thinkers 
invalid~' to prc..yor as involving an objectivoly real Divino rolationsllip. 
I 
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·;;i thout pro.yor religion Prayer is tho central oxperionco of rolie;ion. 
becomes atrophied. :awrovor t.1o:re is prayer relationship with tho Divino, ;I 
thoro is action and activity in religion. Prayor is con-comitant vrith 
roli6ion. nave you a roli5ion? If yos, then you have prayer as its 
direct oxpros::.ion, o.s it is tho natural, instinctive utterance for 
religion, so to spo:l.l:. 
PHILOSOPHICAL ASPECTS OF PRAYER 
Classification of Prayer 
Pro.yersmay be classified according to aim or purpose, or in 
respect to the object invoked. From the standpoint of purpose, prayers 
may be divided into two groups, namely, petitional and aesthetic. 
Petitional prayers aim to attain a gift or personal grov~h. The act of 
cooperation by the individual is usually expressed in the prayer. 
11 Aesthetic prayers may be forme of worship and of giving 
thanks. Th~ may also usher in the consciousness of feeling and enjoy-
ment of the Divine Presence."l 
I 
-~ 
' ,, 
Prayers may also be classified in terms of the object to which !/ 
II 
,I an audible utterance is directed. Imagination comas to the aid of the 
praying mind before Which the image of the object is portrayed. 
Aesthetic prayers may e.lso be classified in tenns of the inn ge held 
vividly before the praying mind. 
The conditions that prompt men to engage in aesthetic prayer 
are of a higher order and indicate a more highly developed personality 
tltan those that lead us to the use of petitional pr~yer. They are the 
great sources of ~stioism. In advanced religions the content oi' mystic 
II 
II 
I' I !i 
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exporience consists i'requontly in an immediate awareness of God's presence. 
:; lJosoy, ~Psychology of Religion, 287. 
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This content is a directly obtained and felt spiritual reality. It is 
the Love for God and for moral perfection that urges the individual to 
seek closer bonds of accord between himself and God. This urge may be 
identified witn a consuming desire to live in the Divine presence. "My 
nrrn= 
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soul is athirst for God, for the living God; when shall I come and appear !1 
before God?" Highly developed and keenly reflective personalities havo 
often felt this loneliness of the soul and have earnestly sought God as 
their real companion. 
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The object of prayer may be spiritual or material. There is 
no limit to prayer. Both arc promised by Jesus to all men provided the 
II 
![ 
I! 
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requirements of genuine prayer are mot. Our physical needs arc basic. 1 
ThO'J nrc of prirnary importance as far as our temporal lifo is concerned. I 
Some confine tncir prayers only to spiritual blessings but !1 
this is not in accordance witrl the teaching of Christ. The Easter himself II 
asked for temporal blessings as Ho knovr tho ureency of bodily wants. 
"Give us our daily bread 11 includes all material needs such as clothing 
and shelter, otc. ~ and 11 dcliver us from ovil11 includes botc1 physical and 
moral evil. l'>-11 of these needs are w·ithin the sphere or tho physical 
world, but the life of tho soul destined to continue beyond the gravo is 
more important than the body including its maintenance and health. 
Spiritual vrants are as urgent as the most dominant urges such as hunger 
or thirst. 11atorinl_needs ought not to absorb the whole of prayer. 
The consciousness of our transgressions boconos a living 
How arc vre going to reconcile ti:lis situation WJ."th 1. 
Through :
1
1 
prayer peace and quiet gradually come in to soothe our disturbed and , 
torment in our souls. 
tho !1oavenly Father who has been offended? Through pmycr only. 
confused heart::;. 
J.:atorial tninc;s in nature afford us some dee;reo of enjoyment~ 
but the satisfaction derived from ouch enjoyment becomes transient and 
tho final result disilluoionmont. Ttwn whero s:1all vro seek perfect 
i 
t 
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sa.tisfaction'i Above, in tho invisible and spiritual realm only. 
Philosophy and science have proved to be ineffectual bef'oro our sui'-
f'erings. Christians kneel dovm in prayer submissive and hopeful, for 
they diocorn tho channel of' eternal enorgy 1 poner, and lii'e that extends 
betwoon our souls and tho transcendent God. 
'l'he liatur2_ ~ Prayer 
1 
I 
I 
i 
Prayer is not merely a petition--al though for practical purposes! 
it may be so considered--that is tho soel'"..ing of tho prevention of some 
approaching undosirnblo event or tho production of' some desirable 
condition. 
Thoro aro three rr.ain clements involved in prayer: 
1. God--fron vrhom action is sought. 
2. L:an--the petitioner who seeks action. 
3. Tho enviroru10nt--in which tho expected action has to take place. 
T"ne oarly iiobrcw conception of God was ono of holiness and 
pomJr. Gradually through the centuries the propl1ets npprecie.tod other 
attributes. As Dean ...; • I.iathews of Chicago Tneological Seminary points, 
tho conception of strength, povror 1 and might vrn.s changed by Christ to 
one of love 1 ncrcy 1 and long suffering. God r s orrnipotonco bocamo the 
onnipotenco of love and goodness. 
The function of prayer cannot be to persuade God to grant us 
what io good. ·.ro cannot pruy to chango ill.s mind about us. iie Jr..novrs 
better than •To do about our ovm needs. Eo is o.lvrays active and more 
ready to c;ivo thr.n 1vo arc to rooeivo. This boing tho oaso 1 one nay ask 
1. himool£--wlw doos not God givo to us without our pnyors? 
·- i!~ .... .. cc. -=~~·.~ . . . - ··-~"··===~. 
i7o must not 
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forget that God 1 s poi1cr is A Iaora.lA and therefore must be exorcised in a 
moral way. But this po>Ter is not a.utocratic. Its expression depends 
partly upon our will. Our more desire cannot be satisfied unless it is 
.I accompanied by tho determination of our will. Th.is is necessary to shovr 
that vrc are qualified for tho granting of the petition. Briefly, we ask 
::.vith absolute sincerity God's cooperation in bringing about ti:1e desired 
I state. 
il 
The world is governed by lavrs--all natural processes are orderly, 
:r governed, regulated. A comprehensive survey of all conditions will shovr 
:, 
I' :: that the direction, intensity, and duration of tho destructive blasts 
arc perfectly orderly effects of causes. All international conflicts, 
economic depressions 1 and political entanglements are fruits of previous 
practices and are brought about by the violation of principles of 
I 
! universal moro.l or spiri tun.l laws. Laws ha.vo t!wil· part in tho production . 
I 
;: 
i of all rosul ts and thos'e laws are unchangeable. l'To honor is done to God 
vThon vro claim that He can and has violated the la·<rs upon which Ee has 
fra.ood tho entire creation. This idea doos not exalt God's f'roedon. 
"',.ll these laws rror.J originated in perfect ·:risdon. To discard them is to 
discard God's perfection. God's perfection involves an abiding eternal 
purposo. To ask God in our prayers to violate or suspend these laws is 
to ask F.iL1 to ovorthrov. His stability. It is an attempt to destroy the 
security of all thin~;s. 
-;;c cannot pray for something, tho granting of' waich would 
violate tho universal laws~ because tho nature and tho chn.ractor of such 
prayer is against the moro.l nature of God and, therefore, not in accord 
-_L____ --- ----· --. ---- -------------------
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\.Ill With m.u will. 
The regulation of God's universe cannot and ought not to be 
!1 changed. It is man that ought to ahange. Tho responsibility of prayer 
ii 
!I rests upon him. 
I' 
By simply praying. we cannot escape the necessity of 
I 
I· 
action for the fUlfillment of the request. True and genuine prayer 
I 
11 implies strenuous notion. The answer of prayer is always in us. God 
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does none of the actual work for ua. He helps us to do our own work 
for ourselves. He acts in such a wise wo.y that at the right moment we 
do what is wanted quite naturally--sometimes so naturally that we do not 
even realize that our prayer is answered. 
The Reality and Power £!_ Prayer 
Tho discussion of the reality of prayer will necessitate tho 
relinquishing of tho theoretical and the accepting of the practical. 
This is obvious, since we have to deal with facts. Prayer has not always 
been the helpless c~ of the finite to tho unknown infinite as some have 
supposed; and raised havoc in tho sanctuary of the Christian faith. 
There have boon derived practical results so numerous and so astoundingly 
authenticated that their significance remains as a solid indestructible 
rock before the vision of the unbelieving world. 
But merely to declare that prayer produces actual results is 
II /I not sufficient. 
il 
The main thing is to prove that thoro is reasonable 
!t 
IJ 
probability that man will obtain results as an an~er to his prayer. 
[ Assumption of the reality of God and prayer is inadequate. And exhaus-
tive investigation of prayer, both in the past and present, Will bring us 
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to the conclusion that answer to prayer does not depend solely on the life 
and faith of the individual~ but that it also depends on the operation 
of the spiritual law, so to speak. If man procures methods to unearth 
the secrets of the operation of this spiritual law, he will succeed in 
getting similar results as recorded in the Scripture. There is the same 
law unchangeable for all ages past and to come. All the miracles per-
formod by Jesus were due to the fact that Jesus knew the underlying 
principles of all spiritual laws. He could produce the desired results 
because Ha was absolutely familiar with tho law and had thorough knowledge 
of God. Likerriso the i~ediate followers of Christ were familiar with the 
same law and therefore produced similar results. 
If at present, despite the huge organization of our churches 
and the alaborate systens of our ecclesiastical machinery, we fail to get 
corresponding responses to our whole-hearted prayers, it is because we 
have failed to obtain exact knowledge of God and the operation of tho 
spiritual 1 e.w. 
Prayer in Relation to Universal Prayers 
If prayer has the first place in individual life it will take 
ita place in the corporate life of the world, thus raising the standard 
of life, both national and international, All aims and ideals for which 
the whole hUl'l8ll race stands can be helped in this way. Obviously tho most 
successful nation or race must be the one tho individuals of which rely 
on prayer for the working out of all the national or racial problems. 
This rule Will a.lso apply to the church. All Christian clutrches 
give great importance to prayer, both in services and thought, but most of 
. ~ -- ." 
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th~ have not yet fUlly realized what a marvelous power a true prayer. 
represents. Until recently the scientific world knew very little about 
that tremendous force which is called electricity except to know that it 
works in accordance with definite laws. We set our machinery in accord 
with those laws and ~t astounding results. Infinitely greater, however, 
:· is the power that can be generated through the remarkable experience 
called prayer, provided it can be set in right relation to the spiritual 
laws that control it. This is beyond doubt, as prayer represents the · 
vital connection between God and man. 
Once we have gained this experience and its real values and 
have proved that it works in accordance with spiritual law, we pass i'rom 
belief to actual knowledge in the reality o:r God. National ideals repro- ,, 
sent a nation's conscious or unconscious soeY~ng oi' God, the highest sense 
oi' good lVill, the tote.li ty of all individual goodness that the nation 
strives to attain and actualize. The more i'Ully all individuals open 
their minds to God, tho clearer becomes their vision of tho nation's 
highest good. Thus the world's mornl progress becomes the progress of 
men toward God. Thoro oan be no real progress since our perfection is 
the perfection of God and His porfoot spiritual creation. That is tho 
coming of men more and more into harmony with God. T'nis is the exact 
function oi' true prayer. Therefore prayer is of most practical value in 
the realization of national ideals and world brotherhood when all men 
shall soe God :face to face. That is the true relation of God to mon in 
His Glory and in His tingdon. 
END 
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